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Although this project is supported by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, its content in no way reflects the views of the Ministry of 
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INTRODUCTION
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This year’s ninth Antalya Film Forum, the industry wing of the 59th Antalya Golden Orange Film Festival, 
brings us together both physically and virtually after two years of exclusively online editions.

Our preparations for the 2022 Film Forum have been spurred on by the prospect of welcoming both 
returning guests and first-timers who will be making their way to Antalya with a sense of expectation and 
excitement.

As in previous years, this year’s Forum selection heralds the arrival of exciting new filmmakers to Turkish 
cinema, as well as the latest projects of more experienced directors and producers. The 27 shortlisted 
projects will be pitching across five platforms and we are delighted to be a part of their journey.

The Forum+ events we launched last year will be continuing this year. Our aim is to reach out through 
online channels not only to filmmakers taking part in the Festival, but to everyone who is, or would like to be 
professionally involved in filmmaking.

The Antalya Film Forum will be back to its former self this year with the in-person attendance of numerous 
national and international industry professionals, along with a full program of presentations, one-on-
one meetings, panel discussions, and workshops. We would like to thank all of the sponsors, project 
representatives, juries, advisors and, of course, our team. 

Armağan Lale
Pınar Evrenosoğlu
Antalya Film Forum Co-Directors
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TRAINERS
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TRAINERS

ARYA SU ALTIOKLAR

BRIGID O’SHEA

CHRISTOPHER MACK

She was born in Ankara. After graduating from TED Ankara College, she studied Sociology. She is 
the founder of KısaKes which is the first international short film festival in Turkey that unites inspiring 
filmmakers on its own sections for more than 10 years and a production company, former festival 
director of !f İstanbul Film Festival. In 2022, she moved to Netflix as a Manager for Grow Creative 
in Turkey which aims to expand and up-level local talent pools through education and training. 
“Greater Than Death”, a drama-series project created by her, was selected for CineLink 2018 and 
TV-Series Festival Berlin and won “Best Drama Series Project Award” in CineLink. She was also 
active in consulting to short & feature film projects, drama-series, film festivals such as Cannes, 
Sarajevo, Torino and lecturing on how to develop and pitch cinematic projects at Bahçeşehir 
University’s Cinema-TV Department.

She started her career at the Berlin International Film Festival, where she worked for various 
departments including Berlinale Talents, Berlinale Co-Production Market and the EFM. She was the 
coordinator of the DOK Industry Programme from 2010 and was appointed head of DOK Industry 
in late 2014. She left this post in 2021 to establish the Documentary Association of Europe, to usher 
in a new generation of professionals and advocate on a pan-European level for documentary 
filmmakers. She has previously freelanced for many documentary institutions in Europe and also 
for production companies. She tutors across the globe on international co-financing and pitching 
as well as festival strategies and cultural management. Currently she serves on the advisory boards 
of B2B Doc and DMZ Docs.

He was previously Senior Vice President of Scripted Content for Stage 13, overseeing all of the 
brand’s original scripted series and development slates across multiple genres, including Emmy 
nominated Netflix series’ “Special” and “It’s Bruno”. Over a period of 10 years in this role, Chris 
curated a roster of close to 100 writers and 50 directors representing the breakthrough emerging 
voices working on high-profile television shows today. Chris has covered hit shows such as “Two 
and a Half Men” and “Smallville” for the Current Programs department. Prior to joining Warner 
Bros., Chris spent seven years writing on various one-hour dramas including “ER”, “The Practice”, 
and “The New Twilight Zone.” After graduating from Loyola Law School, he oversaw a varied list of 
shows including: “The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air”, “In The House” among others at NBC Studios.
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TRAINERS

GÜLENGÜL ALTINTAŞ

KATRIEL SCHORY

MARSEL KALVO

After graduating from İstanbul University, Department of Radio, TV and Cinema, she continued 
her education at UCLA Extention, Content Creation for Entertainment Media program. Altıntaş’s 
short films and video works were screened at various festivals and received awards. She took script 
lessons from UCLA and NYU Tisch School of Arts teachers, and participated in scriptwriting with 
master directors of Turkish cinema. She completed her master’s degree in İstanbul Bilgi University’s 
Film and Television Master’s Program with a scholarship. In recent years, Altıntaş continued her 
academic studies at institutions such as Bard College NY, Ludwig Maximilian Munich and Kadir 
Has University in cooperation with Off-University. She still teaches scriptwriting, documentaries 
and Turkish Cinema, works as a script consultant and continues her PhD studies in the field of 
narratology.

He studied at the NYU, Film School. 1974-1999:  Founder and Managing Director of BELFILMS LTD. 
Produced over 150 films and television programs, including Int’l co-productions. From 1999-2019: 
the Executive Director of the Israel Film Fund. Authorized the production & the promotion of more 
than 300 full length feature films, in Israel & worldwide. Many  of the films won prestigious awards, 
including 4 “Oscar” nominations;  Golden & Silver “Lions” in Venice & “Bears” in Berlin. Serving as 
Senior Consultant to the Programming Department of the Israeli public televisión. Received the 
Chevalier de l’ordre des Arts et des Lettres; Berlinale Kamera for Outstanding Contribution to the 
Film industry; Telluride Film Festival-Special Medallion; The VARIETY Award for creative impact.

He founded Mars Production in 2006 to distribute internationally acclaimed films. Since 2009 
he has produced several a ward winning feature films which have screened in many festivals 
such as Venice, Locarno and Tallinn Black Nights. Kalvo is also the co-founder and managing 
partner of Başka Sinema which is the first arthouse theatrical release chain, distributes Turkish and 
international titles, in Turkey.
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PRE-SELECTION JURIES
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BERND BUDER

SENEM TÜZEN

VİLDAN ERŞEN

PITCHING FOR FEATURE FILMS IN DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

PRE-SELECTION JURIES

He studied political science at the FU Berlin and is a freelance curator and film journalist. Since 
2013 he has been programme director of the FilmFestival Cottbus - Festival of East European 
Film, advisor at the Berlinale Forum and programme advisor at the Cinedays Festival in Skopje. 
Since 2021 programme director of the Jewish Film Festival Berlin Brandenburg. In the past, he 
was, among other things, head of the East-West co-production market connecting cottbus, 
programme director of the Berlin Filmkunsthaus Babylon and programme consultant at various 
film festivals (Prishtinë Film Festival, Skena-Up Film and Theatre Festival Prishtinë, goEast Film 
Festival, dokumentArt Neubrandenburg, Turkish Film Week Berlin, Zagreb Film Festival). 

She has a degree in Film & Television from Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University in İstanbul. Her debut 
film “Motherland” (2015), the screenplay of which she also wrote, plumbed the depths of a layered 
and dysfunctional mother-daughter relationship in an Anatolian village. It premiered at Venice 
Critics’ Week and won multiple international and domestic awards. Her latest project which she 
co-directed, the feature-length documentary “Eat Your Catfish” (2021) explores the strained 
dynamics of a New York family through the eyes of the mother, who suffers from advanced ALS. It 
had its world premiere in competition at IDFA and was awarded Best Documentary at the İstanbul 
Film Festival.

She was born in İstanbul in 1976. After graduating from Mimar Sinan Art University, Fashion Design, 
she was working as a designer and buyer in the textile business for more than 15 years. She started 
her career in the film industry as a line producer for the feature-length film “I’m Not Him” directed 
by Tayfun Pirselimoğlu in 2012. She produced the feature films “Sideway” in 2017 and “Kerr”  in 2021 
directed by Tayfun Pirselimoğlu. Both of them have participated and awarded in many international 
festivals. She is selected to Berlinale Nipkow Programm 2020 and Cannes L’Atelier in 2021 with 
feature film project “Idea” and in Vilnius Talent Nest Program in 2021 with a debut film project 
“Bekes”. 
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ÇİÇEK KAHRAMAN

HUGO ROSAK

RENAN ARTUKMAÇ

FEATURES WORK-IN-PROGRESS PLATFORM

PRE-SELECTION JURIES

She is an award winning film editor based in Berlin and İstanbul, currently working for Netflix as a 
creative editorial consultant. She has been working as a professional film editor for 15 years. Many 
of her films have premiered at festivals in Europe and have won awards. Among her editing works 
are “A Tale of Three Sisters”, “The Announcement”, “Our Grand Despair”, “Wrong Rosary”, “The 
Blue Wave”, and “Summer Book”. She teaches film classes at universities, and gives master classes 
on film editing at international festivals.  As a multidisciplinary editor she also produces video art 
and enjoys writing on cinema.

He is the Head of Development at Stairway Films, an off-shoot of the production company Creative 
Embassy. He also continues his 7th year as the Head of Industry at Karlovy Vary International Film 
Festival. He was initially in charge of content at KVIFF.TV and most recently helped establish the 
new KVIFF Talents incubator. Hugo has over 20 years of experience as trainer and consultant in 
the fields of intercultural management, communication, project management and in Training 
of Trainers. His clients include BGRS, EFIL and People in Need. His academic background is in 
Political Science and International Relations, which he studied in Prague and Copenhagen.

He graduated as the valedictorian in Film Production at E.S.E.C. Paris and obtained his Master 
at Royal Holloway, University of London. Artukmaç is a producer & distributor who worked with 
numerous international directors, such as Reha Erdem (Singing Women, Toronto IFF), Sebastian 
Lelio (Oscar winner A Fantastic Woman, Berlinale winner Gloria), Pablo Larrain (Oscar nominee 
No, Golden Globes nominees Neruda and The Club), Laurent Cantet (Venice Days winner Return 
To Ithaca), Abel Ferrara (Venice FF competitor Pasolini), Emmanuel Mouret (Cannes Label Love 
Affairs) and Gabriele Muccino (The Best Years). In 2021, Artukmaç joined France TV Distribution 
and handles worldwide distribution of feature films and TV production.
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BABETTE DIEU

DENİZ TORTUM

ELİF ERGEZEN

DOCUMENTARIES WORK-IN-PROGRESS PLATFORM

PRE-SELECTION JURIES

She holds a master’s degree in anthropology. She has been working in festivals and film markets 
since 2016. She has had the chance to be part of the teams of Doclisboa (Portugal), FIFF (Belgium), 
DOK Leipzig (Germany), Marché du Film - Cannes Docs (France), and the European Film Market 
- Toolbox Programme (Germany). She works and collaborated as a documentary programmer in 
different film festivals: FIDÉ (France), Montreal Feminist Film Festival (Canada), and Festival En 
Ville (Belgium). 

He works in film and immersive media. His work has screened internationally, including at the 
Venice Film Festival, SXSW, IFFR, IDFA, Hot Docs, True/False and Dokufest. His latest short “Our 
Ark” (2021, co-dir. Kathryn Hamilton) has premiered at IDFA 2021 and won Best Short Film award at 
İstanbul Film Festival. His latest feature film “Phases of Matter“ (2020) premiered at International 
Film Festival Rotterdam in 2020 and received the Best Documentary awards at İstanbul and 
Antalya Film Festivals. He has worked as a researcher at the MIT Open Documentary Lab and MIT 
Transmedia Storytelling Initiative, where his research focused on immersive media. In 2019, he was 
featured in Filmmaker Magazine’s “25 New Faces of Independent Film”.

After graduating from Galatasaray University’s Faculty of Communications, Ergezen finished her 
master’s degree in cinema at Sorbonne University. She is a documentary filmmaker. “Death of 
the Poet” (2009), a film on Laz poet Hasan Helimişi’s life story and “Elif” (2007), the story of Elif 
Kanlıoğlu who lost her life at the 10th October Ankara Massacre, are among the documentaries 
Ergezen directed. She has also been working in editing processes of various films and taking part in 
documentary advisory committees at various festivals. Since 2007, she has been giving workshops 
on film and philosophy with children (P4C). And also, she wrote a children’s book named “Evro”.
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SERIES/SHORT SERIES PITCHING PLATFORM

PRE-SELECTION JURIES

ARYA SU ALTIOKLAR

EMRE ŞAHİN

GERALD SANOFF

She was born in Ankara. After graduating from TED Ankara College, she studied Sociology. She is 
the founder of KısaKes which is the first international short film festival in Turkey that unites inspiring 
filmmakers on its own sections for more than 10 years and a production company, former festival 
director of !f İstanbul Film Festival. In 2022, she moved to Netflix as a Manager for Grow Creative 
in Turkey which aims to expand and up-level local talent pools through education and training. 
“Greater Than Death”, a drama-series project created by her, was selected for CineLink 2018 and 
TV-Series Festival Berlin and won “Best Drama Series Project Award” in CineLink. She was also 
active in consulting to short & feature film projects, drama-series, film festivals such as Cannes, 
Sarajevo, Torino and lecturing on how to develop and pitch cinematic projects at Bahçeşehir 
University’s Cinema-TV Department.

He is an award winning director-producer who has created over 50 series in multiple genres and 
languages. Şahin is a founding partner of Emmy nominated Karga Seven Pictures based in Los 
Angeles and İstanbul. Şahin’s latest work includes the breakaway hit, English language hybrid genre 
series, “Rise of Empires: Ottoman” and the Turkish language hit “Midnight at the Pera Palace”, both 
on Netflix. Şahin is currently producing multiple series in the United States, United Kingdom and 
Turkey for a wide variety of major outlets.

For the better part of the last 20 years, Gerald Sanoff has been commissioned by NBC Universal 
International Studios, CBS International Television, and Sony Pictures Television International to 
create, write and adapt various television concepts in countries all over the globe. These assignments 
have taken Gerald to Germany, Italy, Spain, Japan, China, Korea, Singapore, Amsterdam, İstanbul, 
Ukraine, Russia, and beyond. He has recently consulted on nearly ten Turkish television adaptations 
of American series, including “House M.D.”, “The Affair”, and “The Good Wife”. Before working in 
the international arena, Gerald enjoyed a nearly twelve-year stint writing and producing a variety 
of detective and mystery series in the United States.
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SÜMER TİLMAÇ ANTALYA FILM SUPPORT FUND PITCHING PLATFORM

PRE-SELECTION JURIES

BESTE YAMALIOĞLU

EMRE KAYİŞ

YEŞİM GÖKÇE

She completed Boğaziçi University BA and MA in philosophy department. She worked as the 
coordinator of Meetings on the Bridge for 9 years. She is a PhD student at Kadir Has University 
Communication Department. She produced 6 short films, 2 documentaries and co-produced 
“The List of Those Who Love Me” by Emre Erdoğdu, that won the Best Film Award at 40th İstanbul 
FF and the Best Cinematography Award at Tallinn Black Nights FF. She is one of the producers of 
Zeynep Güzel’s first feature film project “When the Sun Comes Out”. She is currently working at 
Karma Films as a content producer.

He studied law at Ankara University and concluded his MA degree at London Film School. His 
short films screened at various international film festivals and won many awards. His debut feature 
“Anatolian Leopard” premiered at the 2021 Toronto International Film Festival, where it was 
named the winner of the FIPRESCI Prize. He is a member of EFA and alumni of Berlinale Talents.

She graduated from Ankara University’s Department of Dramatic Writing in 2000. In 2004, she 
attended Bilkent University’s Institute of Economics and Social Sciences, Department of Turkish 
Literature, where she got her M.A. Gökçe authored a book entitled “Ben Büyüyünce Yazar 
Olacağım”, in which she explains the basic principles of authorship. She also has cultural and literary 
articles published in many national and international journals, has translated plays from English to 
Turkish, and has written novel adaptations and screenplays. She has been working as a cinema and 
theater dramaturge in important national and international institutions and organizations since 
2006.
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MAIN JURIES
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PITCHING FOR FEATURE FILMS IN DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

ANTONIO SAURA

SELİN VATANSEVER 
TEZCAN

TERESA HOEFERT DE 
TURÉGANO

He has produced or coproduced more than 10 award-winning documentaries that have been 
shown in all major festivals, including the 2022 Cannes Classic selected “Goya, Carriere and the 
Ghost of Buñuel”. But his core line of work since 2015 is his job as Director General of Latido. Latido 
was the sales agency for the internationally successful “The Platform” one of the most watched 
ever non-English films on Netflix. He is a member of the Board of the European Film Academy 
and President of VICA, the Spanish Association of International Sales Companies. He has also had 
a longstanding presence in audio-visual training, being, the founder and Director of the Media 
Business School for several years.

Her feature film production experience started with line production services for European and 
American film crews. Co-founded Terminal in 2008, she produced several feature films, shorts and 
documentaries. She produced “Saf”, a European co-production that premiered in Toronto Film 
Festival 2018. Alongside working on features, Selin is working as the head of m2 Film Lab Script 
Development Workshop, launched in 2021 with the support of Film Independent/ Global Media 
Makers.

She is a funding executive at the Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg (Germany) primarily for 
international co-productions, documentary and experimental projects. She also manages various 
international programmes at the Medienboard such as the German-Turkish coproduction fund; 
international artist-in-residence programmes, etc.  She has also worked for Eurimages and the 
European Audiovisual Observatory at the Council of Europe in Strasbourg and taught cinema at 
the University of Lausanne, Switzerland. In addition, she works as an expert for the EU-Creative 
Europe Media Programme. She has published a book and numerous articles related to film, politics 
and culture.

MAIN JURIES
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FEATURES WORK-IN-PROGRESS PLATFORM

ANNA HOFFMANN

DİLEK AYDIN

NATHALIE JEUNG

She studied German literature and cultural anthropology at Hamburg University, as well as archival 
sciences in Potsdam. She worked as a freelance film critic, translator, subtitler and production 
assistant for film productions in Hamburg.  After a curator job at the municipal cinema “Metropolis” 
and as a festival programmer for the “European Low Budget Film Forum,” she headed the European 
Documentary Film Institute (EDI) in Mülheim/Ruhr as managing director and was a co-founder of 
the documentary film magazine DOX. Since 2001, she has been the program manager and one of 
the curators of the Berlinale Forum.

Filmmaker and producer Dilek Aydın finished Film Studies in Boğaziçi University and had her 
master’s degree in Film and Television at İstanbul Bilgi University. She attended Karlsruhe University 
of Arts during her master’s and studied Media Art for a year. Returning to Turkey, she started 
working mainly in production, while developing and creating her own shorts. In 2017, she founded 
İstanbul-based Heimatlos Films, a production company that already produced acclaimed films 
such as feature documentary “Mimaroğlu” (2020) a Visions du Reel contender, and feature fiction 
“Ghosts” (2020) the winner of Venice Critics’ Week. She is currently producing Emine Emel Balcı’s 
second feature “I’m Here, I’m Fine”.

She was born in Paris, France, Nathalie Jeung started her career as a sales agent at Le Pacte back in 
2008, having obtained an advanced master in Cinema, Television, and New media and graduated 
in French literature at La Sorbonne University. After 13 engaging years as a senior sales manager at 
Le Pacte, she joined Kinology’s great team in 2022 as head of international sales, selling titles such 
as the next daring Bonello’s film “The Beast” and the new masterpiece by veteran director Moretti 
called “Il Sol Dell Avvenire”, both ready for 2023.

MAIN JURIES
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DOCUMENTARIES WORK-IN-PROGRESS PLATFORM

AURÉLIEN MARSAIS

CHARLOTTE REEKERS

ZEYNEP GÜZEL

After studying socio-anthropology and documentary film, Aurélien Marsais worked at the 
Cinéma du Réel festival in Paris as a programming assistant and participated in the creation of 
the professional platform ParisDoc in 2015. He then coordinated the États généraux du film 
documentaire in Lussas (France) from 2014 to 2017. Based in Geneva and Brussels, he has been 
co-head of the programming office at Visions du Réel from 2017 to 2020, and is now a member 
of the festival’s selection committee. He has also been a programmer for the online documentary 
platform Tënk.fr since its creation.

Works as an Industry Programme Consultant for organizations such as IDFA, EFM, The 
Gotham, Black Film Space, and Sheffield DocFest. In 2022, she oversaw the Sheffield DocFest 
MeetMarket, created the Fiction Toolbox programme for the EFM Market, and was the Head 
of the Industry Days at FIPADOC. She gained international experience as the Senior Program 
Manager at the Gotham (formerly IFP) in NYC, where she organized their Project Forum, the 
largest co-production market in the US. During her tenure at The Gotham, she set up industry 
programmes with the EFM Market and the Korean Film Council (KOFIC) in Busan.

She is a filmmaker (Come Rain or Shine, 2019), producer and consultant. She is the Head of 
Doc Station at Berlinale Talents and the former head of Yeni Film Fund, Turkey’s first private 
documentary fund, established in 2015. She has been a senior consultant to the Documentary 
Association of Europe since its inception.

MAIN JURIES
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SERIES/SHORT SERIES PITCHING PLATFORM

JULIA SCHULTE

LETICIA GODINHO

YAMAÇ OKUR

She is international programme sales SVP at France TV Distribution, the commercial subsidy of 
the French state broadcaster France Télévisions. With 20 years experience in international sales/
acquisitions, financing and co-production of feature films, series, documentaries and animation 
projects. Through the label ‘Stories by’ she also participates in the development of international 
series and feature films projects. Today France TV distribution’s line-up features French hit drama 
series, like “Call My Agent” (adapted in Turkey) or the documentary series “Apocalypse” sold in 
worldwide markets.

Originally from Brazil, Leticia moved to France in 1999 to study cinema and television. In 2004, 
Leticia went to Montreal where she finished her master’s degree in TV and Cinema production 
and created the Festival du Cinéma Brésilien de Montréal. Back in France, she gained extensive 
experience working at different positions for film festivals and production companies such as 
Marché du Film of the Cannes Film Festival, Zodiak Rights, Marathon Media, Banijay and MIP 
Markets where she helped to develop Mip Cancun, the co-production market.  In 2020 she joined 
the team of Series Mania Forum as the head of business development. Series Mania Forum is one 
of the major events for TV professionals in Europe, which takes place every year in Lille, France.

He studied Political Science and International Relations at Boğaziçi University in İstanbul. He is 
one of the founders of acclaimed Altyazı Cinema Magazine and Mithat Alam Film Center. In 2007 
he started his production company Bulut Film and successfully produced nine feature films which 
received many awards from prestigious film festivals. After a decade of collaboration with Turkish 
cinema’s new generation and participating in many international productions, in 2015 he started to 
work at Ay Yapım as an executive producer where he produced over 200 episodes of TV series and 
three feature films. Over the course of his career, Okur created 4 hit TV series. In 2022, he became 
a managing partner in FARO to produce top-notch film and TV content in emerging markets. He is 
a board member at the Films’ Producers’ Association (SE-YAP) since 2011.

MAIN JURIES
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SÜMER TİLMAÇ ANTALYA FILM SUPPORT FUND PITCHING PLATFORM

DENİZ AKÇAY

UYGAR ŞİRİN

ZEYNEP KORAY

She was born in İzmir. Studied cinema at Ege University and also took filmmaking and editing 
classes in London. Worked as a script writer for several TV dramas for a long time. She held 
scriptwriting workshops at several institutions including Boğaziçi, 9 Eylül, Ege Colleges. Recently 
she developed a show called “The Club” for Netflix and wrote and directed “The Affair” adaptation 
for BluTV. Her debut feature film, “Nobody’s Home”, premiered at the Venice Film Festival and was 
awarded both nationally and globally most notably for Best Picture and Best Screenplay. She is 
currently consulting a production company as a drama supervisor and working on her upcoming 
drama series.

Scriptwriter / writer Uygar Şirin’s (1972) first screenplay was 1998’s “Karışık Pizza”. Later, he wrote 
the scripts of the films “Ses” and “My Mother’s Wound” and the TV series “Poyraz Karayel”, “Anne” 
and “Vatanım Sensin”. He co-wrote and directed two short films, “Doğum” and “Ölüm”, which won 
various awards in Turkey and abroad. He has three published novels (“Mother, Hold My Hand!”, 
“Great Sea Rises”, “Mixed Tape”) and an interview book (“Yusuf’un Rüyası”). “Mixed Tape” was also 
adapted into a movie. His articles about cinema were published in the magazines Sinema and 
Antrakt and in the newspaper Radikal.

She graduated from Galatasaray High School and Galatasaray University Communications Faculty. 
She translated books and articles from French and Italian. She worked for international companies 
for a while. She co-founded Kulefilm in 2009. She directed and produced documentaries and TV 
shows. In 2019 she founded ZKF focusing on arthouse documentary and fiction filmmaking.  “Hear 
The Yellow”, “A Day 365 Hours”, “A Year of Cold”, “Empire of The Rabbits”,  “The Pigeon”, “Corridor”, 
and “Story of Arabesque Music in Turkey” among the films she has worked on.

MAIN JURIES
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PITCHING 
FOR FEATURE FILMS

IN DEVELOPMENT

8TH FLOOR 
CEMİLE 
HASAN 

HORSESHOE AND NAIL 
KNIGHT RIDER 3: BLUE OCEAN 

MOONSTONE 
NAZİRE 

THE BALLAD OF THE SKELETON 
THE MOTH



FEATURES IN DEVELOPMENT
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8TH FLOOR

Director 
Tunç Şahin
tunc.sahin@birfilm.com

Producers
Ersan Çongar
ersan.congar@birfilm.com
C. Aslı Filiz
asli.filiz@birfilm.com

Production Company
Bir Film
info@birfilm.com
+90 216 339 2049

Budget
TL 4,963,000
€ 283,600

Seventeen-year-old barber’s apprentice Cem reluctantly agrees 
to go to a party organized by his co-workers at a flat on the 
outskirts of İstanbul rented for the night. The party involves a lot 
of alcohol and drugs, and a prostitute has also been booked. It’s a 
guys’ night out. Believing this will be his initiation into manhood, 

Cem’s work friends force him to have sex with the prostitute. The 
heavily intoxicated young boy feels intimidated and does as he’s 
told. When he emerges from the bedroom, the others pull a cruel 
prank on Cem. This traumatizing experience will have catastrophic 
consequences for everyone involved.

“8th Floor” is an intense thriller about toxic masculinity. The 
negative behavior of this group of men is not only harmful to those 
around them but also a corrosive force within. By making the 
conscious choice to focus exclusively on male characters, I wanted 
to examine what’s going on in the mind of the male perpetrator. 

Committing a collective crime is a common tool in male bonding. 
In telling the story of a group of barbers in which the roles of 
victimizer and victim become blurred, I aim to explore how and 
why men cross boundaries when they come together.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE



FEATURES IN DEVELOPMENT
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He is a co-founder of Bir Film, one of Turkey’s leading distribution 
and production companies, Şahin has written and directed several 
short films and mid-length movies. His second feature film, “Two 

Types of People”, was awarded Best Screenplay at the Antalya 
Film Festival. He also lectures part-time at a university.

TUNÇ ŞAHİN DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography 
2020 Two Types of People (Feature Film) - Writer, Director
2017 Seven Faces (TV Series) - 7 Eps Story, 5 Eps Writer, 4 Eps Director 
2014 Mixed Tape (Feature Film) - Writer, Director
2013 Just For One Day (Short Film) - Writer, Director
2010 Hamam (Short Film) - Writer, Direct

He was born in İstanbul, he studied Architecture. He is a founding 
partner of Bir Film and Başka Sinema and currently manages both 
companies. “The Voice” (Ümit Ünal, 2010), “Mixed Tape” (Tunç 

Şahin, 2014), “Two Types of People” (Tunç Şahin, 2020) and “Seven 
Faces” (2017) are amongst the films and series he has produced.

ERSAN ÇONGAR PRODUCER

Selected Filmography 
2020 Two Types of People (Feature Film) - Producer
2017 Seven Faces (TV Series) - Producer
2014 Mixed Tape (Feature Film) - Producer
2014 But Müzeyyen That’s the Deepest Desire (Feature Film) - Co-producer
2010 The Voice (Feature Film) - Producer

After studying Political Science and International Relations 
at Boğaziçi University, she earned a Master’s degree in Serial 
Storytelling at the Internationale Filmschule in Cologne.  An alumna 
of EAVE and the Berlinale Talent Campus, she was on the Berlinale 

Co-production Market selection committee in the 2020, 2021 
editions. She currently develops projects at Bir Film as creative 
producer.

C. ASLI FİLİZ PRODUCER 

Selected Filmography 
2017 Seven Faces (TV Series) - Producer
2017 The Gulf (Feature Film) - Co-producer
2014 Mixed Tape (Feature Film) - Executive Producer
2012 Voice of My Father (Feature Film) - Associate Producer
2011 Future Lasts Forever (Feature Film) - Executive Producer
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CEMİLE

Director 
Nazife Ebru Güney 
ebruguney90@gmail.com
+90 537 352 0045

Producer
Neval Turhallı
turhallineval@gmail.com
+90 554 833 0955

Production Company
Neno Production
nenoproductionmedia@gmail.com
+90 537 352 0045
+90 554 833 0955

Budget
TL 10,360,000
€ 555,500 

Cemile, a lonely woman, lives in an arid, dystopian village. The 
outside world is scorched by drought and only full-humans are 
allowed to live in the villages built around water towers. Any half-
animal half-human species in the village are subjected to an 
amputation ritual, which involves cutting off their animal limbs to 
humanize them. The procedure also destroys all memory of their 

animal origins. Cemile wields the razor in this ritual. One day, an egg-
shaped meteor falls into the village. The creature that appears out 
of the meteor consumes all the water reserves. Cemile rescues the 
creature from the village guardsmen and leaves. On the road, she 
remembers her aquatic origins, re-learns the language of nature 
from the creature, and becomes the salvation of the drought.

I don’t believe we can avoid addressing the climate issue in today’s 
productions. As a cli-fi film, “Cemile” establishes a completely unique 
cinematic universe by creating a symbolic narrative within genre 
cinema codes. The concepts of climate crisis-induced drought, 
discrimination, lack of water and land/ownership are the main axis of 
this project. These elements are introduced through the themes of 

motherhood, self-discovery, courage, love and freedom. Cemile is 
a lonely, childless woman who has forgotten who she is. Her story of 
metamorphosis/return to her essential self will give the audience a 
spark of courage in their own lives. “Cemile” will have the feeling of a 
dystopian Grimm tale from Anatolia.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
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She studied film at Bahçeşehir University and completed an MA 
at Kadir Has University. She is a research assistant at Bahçeşehir, 
where she is working on a PhD. Her short films have won awards 
and screened at worldwide festivals such as Ankara, Cinemed and 

WorldFest-Houston. “Cemile” received support from the Ministry 
of Culture Script Development Fund and was selected for the 19th 
!f Pitching Discovery Program.

NAZİFE EBRU GÜNEY  DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography
2015 Maadulampazham (Short Film) - Scriptwriter, Director, Producer, Editor
2010 Tananore Love (Short Film) - Director

After completing a BA in Film and Psychology, she went to study in 
Hong Kong and Berlin. Her short documentary project, “Window”, 
was included in the Łódź Film School İstanbul project. She has 
produced music videos and short films that have screened at 

national and international festivals. She is a research assistant at 
Bilgi University, as well as working on a doctorate at Galatasaray 
University.

NEVAL TURHALLI  PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2017 Terelelli (Music Video) - Producer
2015 Window from Dawn till Dusk, İstanbul (Documentary) - Director, Producer
2015 Maadulampazham (Short Film) - Script Consultant
2012 Strange Fruit (Short Film) - Writer and Producer
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HASAN

Hasan is an unusual boy who lives with his siblings, Umut and 
Rojda, and his mother, Çiğdem, who tries to compensate for the 
absence of her fugitive husband, Sabri. Hasan and his identical 
twin, Hüseyin, were born on May 19 during the national holiday 
celebrations commemorating Atatürk. When one of the twins 

dies soon afterward but nobody knows which one — the survivor 
is named “Hasan”. When Hasan learns that he could actually be 
Hüseyin, he begins to think that if he isn’t Hasan, he could perhaps 
be anyone, for instance Atatürk. However, there are certain facts 
that Hasan needs to face.

“Hasan” is an autobiographical, coming-of-age comedy-drama 
about a Kurdish boy who has been cut off from his roots. I intend 
to focus on the sometimes traumatic experiences Hasan goes 
through as a child in the search for his identity. In doing so, my aim is 

to create an atmosphere where fantastic and realistic perspectives 
merge and to encourage an awareness of, and empathy for the 
effects of the harsh sociopolitical climate on a boy growing up as a 
member of an oppressed minority.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE

Director 
Hasan Serin 
serinhasanserin@gmail.com
+90 533 390 2015 

Producer
Önder Önsal
onderonsal@gmail.com
+90 536 787 0279

Production Company
Alternatif Film
onderonsal@gmail.com
+90 536 787 0279

Budget
TL 7,654,500
€ 420,577  
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He studied Radio, Cinema and Television at Yeditepe University. 
His first short film, “Ağrı and The Mountain”, competed in the 
Generation section of the 64th Berlinale. His second and third 

short films, “Baran” and “Hello Africa”, won several awards. He is an 
alumnus of the 2015 for Berlinale Talent Campus.

He has been working in the film industry since 2003, when 
he studied film at university, and has line-produced dozens of 
commercials and feature films. He also has earned production 
manager credits on numerous productions and co-productions 

of different genres and formats. More recently, he has become 
known as the producer of feature films such as “Cemil Show” and 
“The Witch”.

HASAN SERİN  DIRECTOR

ÖNDER ÖNSAL  PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2020 Hello Africa (Short Film) - Writer, Director
2017 Baran (Short Film) - Writer, Director
2012 Ağrı and the Mountain (Short Film) - Writer, Director

Selected Filmography
2022 The Witch (Feature Film) - Producer (in pre-production)
2022 Hasan (Feature Film) - Producer (In the process of finding finance)
2022 Konturkent (Feature Film) - Line Producer
2019 The Cemil Show (Feature Film) - Line Producer, Co-Producer
2018 Keeping the Bees (Feature Film) - Line Producer
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HORSESHOE AND NAIL

Director  
Korhan Uğur
korhanugur@gmail.com
+90 535 976 5181

Producer 
Serpil Altın
serpilaltin@gmail.com
+90 535 790 9644

Production Company
Serpil Altın Film 
serpilaltinfilm@gmail.com
+90 544 790 9644

Budget
TL 7,003,400
€ 380,000

Adem is sent to his grandfather’s village house to study and avoid 
socializing after failing his university entrance exam. Grandpa 
Mehmet lives alone in the village house. While Adem is trying to 
adapt to this life away from the city, his grandfather wants to go his 
house in the highlands. Although against the idea at first, Adem 
later agrees because he’s scared of being alone. They trek to the 

highland house with their horse, Sultan, and dog, Laika. The house 
isn’t connected to the grid and heavy snowfall soon closes all 
roads. Grandpa Mehmet dies suddenly from cold and exhaustion. 
Adem is left all on his own with a dog and a horse. Life’s real test 
begins now.

The threads of life are incredibly fine. Everything is interconnected. 
Life and death, good and evil, soul and body, horseshoe and nail. 
Adem’s world is as aimless and indifferent as that of other young 
generations in the city. He sees the virtual world as a vital part of 
his life. The absence of adversity in his life leaves him dissatisfied, 

bored and frustrated. When he meets his grandfather, Mehmet, 
things change. His virtual world begins to crumble in the quiet, 
tech-free village house. Helped by nature and the universe, he 
learns to build a new, simple, yet real world to fill the void.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
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He was born in Tekirdağ in 1976, he graduated from the Akdeniz 
University Department of Electronic Communication and the 
Anadolu University School of Economics. The short films he 
made after high school won awards. He has worked on over 

100 commercials, video clips, and feature films and also earned 
screenwriting credits on various projects. Of the five feature films 
he has directed to date, “It Can’t Be Real” is the latest.

KORHAN UĞUR DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography
2020 It Can’t Be Real (Feature Film) - Writer, Director
2017  Funeral Works (Feature Film) - Writer, Director 
2016 Abductor (Feature Film) - Writer,  Director
2015 Desolated (Feature Film) - Writer, Director
2009 Kill Me (Feature Film) - Writer, Director

She graduated from the Anadolu University Department of 
Cinema and TV in 2002. She founded Serpil Altın Film in 2016. Her 
short film, “Learning How to Swim”, screened at many national and 

international festivals, winning her several awards. She continues 
her career as a director, producer and scriptwriter.

SERPİL ALTIN PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2022 Once Upon a Time in the Future: 2121 (Feature Film) - Writer, Director, Producer
2020 Stay Woof Woof (Short Film) - Producer
2017 Funeral Works (Feature Film) - Writer, Producer
2017 Learning How To Swim (Short Film) - Writer, Director, Producer
2016 Abductor (Feature Film) - Producer
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KNIGHT RIDER 3: BLUE OCEAN

Everyone gets along with Melda, who converted an old photo 
studio into a crafts hub for local women, except Ömer, her son. 
Ömer, who has advanced attention deficit disorder, accuses her of 
ruining his future. His only friend is the mentally challenged Kamil. 

They have a fake profile in the name of Dr. Erol Ergüven to scam 
widows outside İstanbul. Upon learning he’s not going to inherit 
Melda’s fortune, Ömer decides to use the fake profile to swindle 
his mother.

I was curious when I heard a real scamming story involving a friend’s 
mother: How do the scammers create these new identities? 
“Knight Rider 3” explores the conflict and compromise between 
altruism and egoism through the story of a dysfunctional mother 
and son. Visually the film plays with various layers: real moving 

images, produced videos, dream sequences. These layers are 
clearly differentiated (through different aspect ratios and colors) 
up until the film’s finale, when they will all be interwoven to create 
a new perception of reality. Ultimately, I aim to make a film that is at 
once funny, sad, sinister, “wrong” and engaging.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE

Director  
Ziya Demirel
ziya8391@gmail.com
+90 533 818 9024

Producer 
Anna Maria Aslanoğlu
annamaria@istosfilm.com
+90 535 217 5210

Production Company
istos film
info@istosfilm.com
+90 535 217 5210

Budget
TL 6,516,000   
€ 362,000
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After graduating in industrial engineering, he studied directing 
and scriptwriting at Prague Film School. His short film, “Tuesday”, 
screened at more than 100 festivals, including Cannes. He is the 

co-writer of “Zuhal” (dir. Nazlı Elif Durlu). His debut feature, “Ela 
with Hilmi and Ali”, picked up four awards at the İstanbul FF.

ZİYA DEMİREL DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography
2022 Ela with Hilmi and Ali (Feature Film) - Writer, Director 
2015 Tuesday (Short Film) - Writer, Director
2013 Evicko (Short Film) - Writer, Director

She was born in İstanbul in 1984, she holds a BA in political science 
from Marmara University and an MA in history from Boğaziçi 
University. She has produced shorts, features and documentaries 
for a range of directors including Ziya Demirel, Emre Yeksan, 

Deniz Tortum and Nazlı Elif Durlu. In 2012, she co-founded the 
publishing and film production company, istos. She is a member of 
the European producers’ network, EAVE.

ANNA MARIA ASLANOĞLU PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2022 Ela with Hilmi and Ali (Feature Film) - Producer
2021 Zuhal (Feature Film) - Producer 
2020 Phases of Matter (Documentary) - Producer
2018 Yuva (Feature Film ) -  Producer 
2017 The Gulf (Feature Film) -  Producer
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MOONSTONE

Director 
Safet Ayhan
safetayhan@gmail.com
+90 543 286 8584

Producers 
Pelin Toksal (V7)
pelintoksal@gmail.com
+90 532 164 7804
Enes Erkan
eneserkan@gmail.com
+90 506 466 9265

Production Company 
V7 Collective
info@v7.com.tr
+90 532 164 7804
+90 506 466 9265

Budget  
TL 5,850,000
€ 325,344  

Beyaz gets up early one morning. She quietly wakes Ro and the 
two disappear. According to custom, when moonstone can’t 
be found, the dead must be paid off. This is a longstanding 
agreement between the living and the dead. Beyaz tells Ro that 
there’s moonstone in the square and that they’ll take it to Those 
in Purgatory. Ro is both happy and surprised; he doesn’t let go of 

the moonstone for a second. After walking all day, they finally arrive 
at the Dark Forest. Beyaz feels trapped between her faith and her 
love for her grandson. While she wants to do the right thing, she 
witnesses the downtrodden and gnawing side of the fight for her 
faith.

The storyteller in our house was my grandmother; she would 
always fall sleep at the same point in the fairytale she was telling. 
I used to wake her up and she would tirelessly tell the tale from 
beginning and fall sleep again at the exact same point. I never 
discovered how it ended. My parents were troubled by my interest 
in film and blamed my grandmother. Before my grandmother died, 

they talked about that fairytale without an ending. My father asked 
“How did that fairytale end?” My grandmother replied, “It was 
something I told the child so he’d learn how to dream; there was 
no such fairytale.” I want to recreate and eternalize the moonstone 
ritual in a fantastic epic story. That is why cinema is so important to 
me. For me, making films is about making a dream visible.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
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He was born in Suruç in 1979. His short film, “Sarı Buzdolabı” (2015), 
won the Yunus Nadi Award. “From Fire to Water” (2016) won third 

prize at the Göbeklitepe FF. “Moonstone” was one of three projects 
selected for the 2019 !f İstanbul Independent FF !f School.

SAFET AYHAN DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography
2019 Murder at the House with Red Curtains - (Short Film) - Writer, Director
2016 From Fire to Water (Documentary) - Writer, Director
2015 Yellow Refrigerator (Short Film) - Writer, Director
2010 Rest of Those (Short Film) - Writer, Director

He was born in Ankara in 1984, he holds a degree in Visual 
Communication Design from Gazi University. Between 2010-

2013 he worked on several projects as creative director within 
Fakülte İstanbul and Makine Medya.

She was born in İzmir in 1986, she graduated from Yeditepe 
University with a degree in Public Relations and Advertising. She 
is a producer for, and partner of V7 Collective Advertising Agency 
& Production Company. She worked on TV programs and series 

at Medyapım between 2005-2008 and from 2009-2019 was 
the creative director for numerous commercials and trailers at 
Dreambox.

ENES ERKAN PRODUCER

PELİN TOKSAL PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2022 Param, More than Money (Param Commercial) - Producer, Director
2021 45th Anniversary (Yataş Commercial) - Director
2018 Taste Test Celebration (Pepsi Commercial) - Director
2018 Which One Is First? (Lipton Ice Tea & Lays Commercial) - Director
2016 Get Here (Getir Commercial)- Director

Selected Filmography
2022 Xiaomi Smart Phone Commercial / T12 - Producer
2022 Param, More than Money (Param Commercial) - Producer, Director
2020 Culture Express - Title, Design, Direction Production Producer
2017 Conquest of İstanbul 563th Anniversary Film - Producer
2015 Elif Plastik Corporate Image Film, Packaging for Life - Producer
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NAZİRE

Director, Producer
Ragıp Türk
rgptrk@gmail.com
+90 535 898 9868

Producer 
Seçkin Akyıldız 
seckin@filmplus.com.tr
+90 532 202 3355

Production Companies
Film Plus
seckin@filmplus.com.tr
+90 532 202 3355
Ra Film
rgptrk@gmail.com 
+90 535 898 9868

Budget
TL 3,297,968.00 
€ 183,220.44 

In order to take her son out of the orphanage, Nazire (32) has to set 
up a home and get a job that pays social insurance; these are the 
rules of the institution. Meanwhile, Nazire is upset to hear about a 
foster family who want to adopt her son. Realizing that she’ll never 
satisfy the orphanage’s conditions with the money she earns from 

collecting waste paper, Nazire sets her sights on the monetary 
reward promised to the person who finds a lost dog. Although she 
dreams that all her problems will be solved when she finds the dog, 
it doesn’t  take her long to realize that she is getting caught in a 
criminal spiral.

The tough life of Turkey’s paper and waste collectors that I observed 
during my time as a program director affected me deeply. In the 
process, I witnessed the true story of a paper-collecting woman 
whose children ended up in a children’s home and watched her 
battle to get them back close up. The struggle to survive in such 
challenging conditions as a woman and child had a profound impact 
on me. I will portray Nazire’s relentless struggle to survive through 

an objective lens. My plan is to work with a hand-held camera, but to 
ensure gentle, fluid camera movements. In terms of palette, I will opt 
for gritty, gray tones that reflect the rough conditions of the street. 
The acting performances will be realistic such that the actors, like 
the characters they embody, appear unaware of their own dramas. 
Ultimately, I want the film to flow, to maintain a balanced rhythm in 
order to reinforce the core emotion of the narrative.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
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A Radio, Cinema and Television graduate from İstanbul University, 
he wrote his graduation thesis on “The Concept of Dreams in 
Cinema and the Example of Luis Buñuel”. His graduation film was 
a documentary titled “The Foreigner”. Based in İstanbul, he works 

in the film industry as a producer and director. His short films 
include “Thor”, “A Man Called Harun” and “The Suicide Attempts 
of a Butterfly”, all of which wrote himself.

RAGIP TÜRK DIRECTOR - PRODUCER

Selected Filmography 
2020 Thor (Short Film) - Director
2018 A Man Called Harun (Short Film) - Director
2012 The Suicide Attempts of a Butterfly (Short Film) - Director

He graduated from the Selçuk University Department of 
Mechanical Engineering. In 2003, he started to work in sound 
crews for the film and TV industry. Over the last 20 years, he 
has been involved in numerous projects with Turkey’s leading 

directors. He has been working as a producer since 2017. Two of 
his feature films are currently in post-production.

SEÇKİN AKYILDIZ  PRODUCER

Selected Filmography 
2023 The Witch (Feature Film) - Producer
2023 Between Wolf and Dog (Feature Film) - Co-Producer
2022 Confrontation (Feature Film) - Producer
2020 Anoush (Short Film) - Producer
2017 Abigail (Short Film) - Producer
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THE BALLAD OF THE SKELETON

Director 
Murat Uğurlu
muratugurlu38@hotmail.com
+90 505 764 5769
+48 883 732 755

Producer
Büke Akşehirli
buke.aksehirli@gmail.com
+90 535 817 5448

Production Company
Rubikon Film
muratugurlu38@hotmail.com
+90 216 599 0138

Budget
TL 7,500,000  
€ 409,000  

Galip (35) is a quiet, introverted paleontologist who has been 
obsessed with dinosaurs since childhood. One night his car 
window is broken and mysterious people steal the dinosaur 
collection he kept in a box. The next day he is sent to a small town 
in Anatolia by the museum. It is claimed that a dinosaur skeleton 
was found in the grave of a local saint named St. Miller Grandpa. 

Galip discovers connection between the mysterious Flour Factory 
on the hill which has controlled the town for many years, and the 
skeleton, whose existence he has never been able to prove. He 
slowly detaches from his own reality and begins to vacuum into 
the strange reality of the town. This obligatory and absurd mission 
eventually turns into a dangerous “what is the truth” labyrinth.

The Ballad of the Skeleton is a psychological drama with neo-noir 
aesthetic. This is a story of a obsessive, introverted paleontologist 
who struggles from childhood traumas, his subconscious and 
desires, meanwhile he fights against “enemies of reality.” I’ve 
always interested to people who are obsessed with the little 
things that nobody cares about. Galip is such a character. It is 
not a coincidence that the atmosphere is related to Kafka, Gogol 

and B. Karasu. This quote is unique: “The truest fairy tales are the 
ones we fear, not we understand.”I would love to make such a film: 
Appealing to the senses, not the mind. Frankly, I’m not interested 
in sociological inferences or daily politics. My aim is go deep into 
characters emotions and contradictions at uncanny Anatolian 
background by pushing the limits of cinematography.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
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He was born in Ankara in 1987. After graduating from the Ankara 
University Faculty of Communications, he studied directing at the 
Polish National Film School in Lodz. He has written and directed 
several short films which screened, and won awards at many 

festivals. Besides film works, he is a writer. He is also the published 
author of two short story collections: “As You Left It” (2013), “I’m 
Hiding in the Light” (2022)

MURAT UĞURLU DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography
2020 Temple (Short Film) - Writer, Director
2017 Two Pieces (Short Film) - Writer, Director
2013 Polonaise (Short Film) - Writer, Director
2011 Inne Twarz (Another Face) (Short Film) - Writer, Director
2009 Lake (Short Film) - Writer, Director

A graduate of the University of Bologna Film Department, she 
spent six years working for Cineteca di Bologna’s film festivals. In 
Turkey, she continued her career as an assistant director. She was 

a producer of Murat Uğurlu’s latest short film, “Temple” and an 
associate producer of the feature film, “Anatolian Leopard”.

BÜKE AKŞEHİRLİ PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2021 Anatolian Leopard (Feature Film) - Associate Producer
2020 Temple (Short Film) - Producer
2019  The Tail (Short Film) - Producer
2012 Viaggetto nella pianura (Documentary) - Production Assistant
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THE MOTH

Director 
Aslı Akdağ
asliakdag@fmworks.istanbul
+90 532 201 7454

Producer
Bilal Bağcı
bilal@bilalbagci.com
+90 542 430 4035

Production Company
G11 Prodüksiyon 
bilal@bilalbagci.com
+90 542 430 40 35

Budget
TL 7,340,780 
€ 400,916

Suzan (42) is a charming woman who has worked as a nurse for 
year. At her own request, she switches hospital departments and 
moves to the pediatric unit where she has to take on more night 
shifts. When she separates from her doctor husband, the change 
in attitude of the hospital staff plays havoc with Suzan’s state of 
mind. She goes to visit her grandparents’ old house. Here, she 

encounters a girl and plays the role of her mother. The girl talks 
about having nightmares, like herself, and communicating with the 
miniatures on the wall. Suzan accuses her of making up stories, but 
then realizes she is treating the girl exactly as her mother treated 
her. This process of facing the truth will lead the way to forgiveness.

As a director, my motivation to tell a story like this is that it embodies 
the unspoken stories of these lands. Instead of portraying the 
potential challenges of being a single mother in terms of social 
or physical difficulties, I want to approach the issue from a much 
more psychological angle. I set out to tell a story that is informed 

by psychoanalytic theory and the reality that we carry the burdens 
of our family past in our genes until we forgive or confront them. 
Although the film fits the psychological horror genre, I want to end 
the film with a scene that will give the audience a sense of relief 
and resolution.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
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After beginning her career as an intellectual property consultant, 
she branched into film production in 2011. In 2016, she produced 
her first feature, “Young Wrestlers”, which premiered and won an 
award at the Berlinale. She discovered her enthusiasm for directing 

when she made her debut film, an autobiographical documentary 
which picked up Best Documentary awards at the Ankara FF and 
Safranbolu FF, as well as Special Jury Prize at the Antalya Golden 
Orange FF.

ASLI AKDAĞ DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography
2021 Expecting a Grain of Sand (Documentary) - Writer, Director
2016 Young Wrestlers (Docu Drama) - Producer

He has worked as a line producer on numerous feature films 
since 2012. In 2017, he established the production company, G11 
Produksiyon, and started producing feature films, TV series and 

commercials. He has worked with directors such as Aydın Ketenağ 
and Soner Caner, and his latest film, “No Day” (dir. Nader Saeivar) 
will world premiere at Busan.

BİLAL BAĞCI PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2023 Aliens (Feature Film) - Producer
2022 No Day (Feature Film) - Co-Producer 
2018 Adem’s Hand (Feature Film) - Producer
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NEW DAWN FADES
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8x8

Director, Producer 
Kıvanç Sezer
kivancsezer3@yahoo.com
+90 533 646 5963

Producers
Kaan Korkmaz
kaankmz@gmail.com
+90 533 663 0253
Hatip Karabudak
hatipkarabudak@isiksanat.com
+90 532 361 0182
Emin Akpınar
eminakpinar@gmail.com
+90 533 340 1404

Budget
TL 2,710,000 
€ 150,000

A triangle of love, death and separation. Eda and Sarp rent an 
Airbnb before a long separation. They walk into the house to find 
the housekeeper, Can, lying on the floor having tried to kill himself. 
And they save his life. But something more important needs 
rescuing: their relationship… With the help of wine and weed, the 

three talk, become closer and start playing a guessing game. But 
after a while Can crosses a line, despite being consistently right in 
his guesses. It soon comes out that Can is actually the owner of the 
house and a writer who is taking Eda and Sarp for a ride.

My third feature, “8x8”, is a game of chess for three. It is a tricky 
universe where an attempted suicide, separation and paranoia are 
cloistered in a seaside Airbnb house. Set in a single location over 
a single day, the film addresses our habit of refusing to see reality, 
of forming a problematic relationship with the truth through Sarp 
and Eda’s relationship. I set out to weave a relationship drama into 

the psychological thriller genre. “8x8” alludes to the 64 squares on 
a chessboard and, to reinforce the chessboard theme, I chose to 
shoot in 4:3. I like not only the sense that this aspect ratio gives of 
being taken back in time, but also the opportunity to focus on the 
characters’ faces instead of the space.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE

Production Companies
Zebra Productions
kivancsezer3@yahoo.com
+90 533 646 5963
Işık Sanat
info@isiksanat.com
+90 533 377 2895
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He studied editing in Italy. He has written and directed two short 
films as well as a feature-length documentary. His debut feature 
film, “My Father’s Wings”, and follow-up feature, “La Belle 

Indifference”,  premiered in the main competition of the 51st 
Karlovy Vary FF and 54th Karlovy Vary FF, respectively. He has won 
several awards.

KIVANÇ SEZER DIRECTOR - PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2019 La Belle Indifference (Feature Film) - Director
2016 My Father’s Wings (Feature Film) - Director
2012 Game of Hera (Short Film) - Director
2011 How Much (Short Film) - Director
2009 Children of Turabdin (Documentary) - Director

He was born in 1972, İstanbul. He worked as a freelance 
lighting assistant and gaffer between 1997- 2004. In 2004, 
he set up Işık Sanat, a lighting and camera equipment 

rental company, and in 2006 co-founded the production 
outfit, Filmaltı, with Zeynep Korkmaz.

KAAN KORKMAZ PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2019 Little Things (Feature Film) - Co-Producer
2016 Young Wrestlers (Documentary)  - Producer
2010 Jackal (Feature Film) - Producer

After starting off in the film industry in the lighting department 
in 2001, he now continues his career as a cinematographer and 
producer. The equipment rental and production company Işık 

Sanat, which he founded with Kaan Korkmaz in 2004, has also 
been producing projects since 2018.

HATİP KARABUDAK PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2021 Uncle: A Man’s Story (Feature Film) - Cinematographer
2019 La Belle Indifference (Feature Film) - Cinematographer, Co-Producer
2019 The Color of Time (Short Film) - Director and Producer
2018 A Tale Of Three Sisters (Feature Film) - Gaffer
2016 Ember (Feature Film) - Lighting Director

After studying engineering at university, he took classes in film 
directing at the New York Film Academy, and script writing 
classes at the Screenwriters’ Association. He has worked on 

numerous films, documentaries and TV series since 2006, but 
is now focusing on his own projects and scripts.

EMİN AKPINAR PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2019 La Belle Indifference (Feature Film) - Assistant Director
2016 South Pole (Short Film) - Director
2016 Ember (Feature Film) - Assistant Director
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CONFRONTATION

Director, Producer
Filiz Kuka
filizkuka@gmail.com
+90 536 775 8546

Producer
Seçkin Akyıldız
seckin@filmplus.com.tr
+90 532 202 3355

Production Companies
Film Plus
seckin@filmplus.com.tr
+90 532 202 3355
Kuka Film
filizkuka@gmail.com
+90 536 775 8546

Budget
TL 2,780,000
€ 154,444  

Hızır loses his wife Halime, who has spent a long time in intensive 
care. Their daughter, Hatice, learns from the nurse Evren, who 
devotedly cared for her mother during her illness, that he caused 
her mother’s death. Hatice tries to show compassion towards her 
father when he comes to visit her and hides the fact that she knows 
the truth. But after a while, she can keep the secret no longer and 

shares it with her sister, Kader. While Hatice thinks they should tell 
their father about Evren’s confession, Kader is all for going to the 
police. The pressure Kader puts on her sister creates an existential 
problem for Hatice and she feels crushed by the weight of Evren’s 
confession. All family members have to face the truth at a family 
dinner.

For women, existence has required a strong effort and struggle 
throughout history - albeit gradually - regardless of geography 
and race. On the other hand, the size of their responsibilities is 
often inversely proportional to the space opened up to them, even 

in modern societies. The artificial feeling of inadequacy created 
by this creates a problem in terms of revealing the potential of 
women. One of the most important goals of the film is to reveal 
this recurring flow of life as it is in a dramatic structure.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
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She was born in Kosovo in 1981, she graduated from the Marmara 
University Radio, TV and Cinema Department and went on to work 
as an assistant director and second director on several TV series 
and film projects. She has made two short films, “Bejlereve, Begova, 

Beyler” and “Blondie” and has been director of the international 
women’s short film festival, Directed by Women Turkey, for four 
years. “Confrontation” is her first feature film.

FİLİZ KUKA DIRECTOR - PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2020 Blondie (Short Film) - Director
2017 Bejlereve, Begova, Beyler (Short Film) - Director

A mechanical engineering graduate from Selçuk University, he 
started to work for sound crews in the film and TV industry in 
2003. He has worked on numerous projects with Turkey’s leading 

directors over the last 20 years and been a producer since 2017. 
He is producing two feature films currently in post-production.

SEÇKİN AKYILDIZ PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2023 The Witch (Feature Film) - Producer
2023 Between Wolf and Dog (Feature Film) - Co-Producer
2022 Confrontation (Feature Film) - Producer
2020 Anoush (Short Film) - Producer
2017 Abigail (Short Film) - Producer
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DORMITORY

Director
Nehir Tuna
nehirjix@yahoo.com 
+90 532 311 1242

Producers
Tanay Abbasoğlu 
tanay@tnyapim.com.tr 
+90 222 567 6789
Dorothe Beinemeier 
dorothe@redballoon-film.de
+49 40 500 90 808

Production Companies
TN Yapım 
info@tnyapim.com.tr
+90 222 567 6789
Red Balloon Film
hello@redballoon-film.de 
+49 40 500 90 808

Budget
TL 7,892,000
€ 432,208

Forced to leave the comfort of his upper middle-class lifestyle at his 
father’s behest, 14-year-old Ahmet is sent to an all-boys religious 
boarding school where he must navigate familial expectations, 
his religious obligations, and the childhood to which he so 

desperately clings. Set against the backdrop of a society’s bitter 
tension between devout Islamists and secularists, Yurt explores a 
young boy’s loss of innocence while trying to navigate between his 
father’s expectations for his future and his desire for autonomy.

As the writer-director of this project, I have a deeply personal 
connection to the story. As a child, I was sent to a religious boarding 
school similar to the one in the film for five years. This story revolves 
around Ahmet, a 14-year-old who constantly looks for his father’s 
affection and approval. I try to bring my own personal experience 

of an Islamic boarding school to tell a story that transcends the 
macro political struggle between religiosity and secularism, and 
conveys the isolation and pressure Ahmet faces as he struggles to 
meet his family’s expectations and also to belong somewhere.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
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He’s work combines social commentary and an original visual 
aesthetic, tackling stories on Turkey’s complex present-day issues, 
be it masculinity or conservatism. He is an alumnus of the Sundance 
Screenwriters Lab (2019) and Directors and Screenwriters Lab 

(2020). Tuna completed the Columbia University Graduate Film 
Program and holds an MFA in directing from Rochester Institute 
of Technology.

NEHİR TUNA DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography 
2018 The Shoes (Short Film) - Writer, Director, Producer
2015 Hemorrhoid (Short Film) - Writer, Director, Producer
2012 Grandpas Know Best (Short Film) - Writer, Director, Producer
2010 18 (Short Film) - Writer, Director
2007 Virgin Island (Short Film) - Writer, Director

He was Born in İzmir, Tanay Abbasoğlu is a Turkish producer and 
entrepreneur. In 2017, he founded TN Yapım, an İstanbul based 
production company focussing on emerging directors as well as 

commercial productions. He has produced feature films, TV series 
and short films. His recent project, “The List of Those Who Love 
Me”, won Best Cinematography Award at Tallinn Black Nights FF.

She is a producer of children’s and family entertainment as well 
as international arthouse films and drama series. Her focus is on 
emerging talent. Dorothe co-produced Bruno Dumont’s “France” 

(Official Competition in Cannes 2021). She also produced Ameer 
Fakher Eldin’s debut “Al Garib”, which premiered at Venice FF in 
2021.

TANAY ABBASOĞLU PRODUCER

DOROTHE BEINEMEIER PRODUCER

Selected Filmography 
2022 Ela and Hilmi with Ali (Feature Film) - Co-producer
2021 Zuhal (Feature Film) - Co-producer
2020 Penny Bank (Feature Film) - Co-producer
2020 The List of Those Who Love Me (Feature Film) - Producer
2019 The Adventures of Sukran the Lame  (Feature Film) - Producer

Selected Filmography 
2023 Happy Holidays (Feature Film) - Producer
2022 A House in Jerusalem (Feature Film) - Co-Producer
2021 Al Garib (Feature Film) - Producer
2021 France (Feature Film) - Co-Producer
2020 When I’m Done Dying (Feature Film) - Co-Producer
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HESITATION WOUND 

Canan (39), a young and idealistic criminal lawyer from a small 
town, spends her mornings at the courthouse, and evenings at 
the hospital by her sick mother’s bedside. The film is set on the 
day of the verdict hearing for a murder suspect named Musa, who 
Canan has worked long and hard to defend. During the hearing, 

which was delayed due to the ill health of the  judge’s niece, we 
begin to believe Musa’s side of the story. When the hearing takes a 
break, Canan is led to doubt Musa’s innocence. Canan must make 
a moral choice that will affect the lives of her mother, the judge, 
and the accused.

I’ve been deeply interested in the concepts of crime, justice and 
morality ever since my years at the faculty of law. My debut film, 
“Between Two Dawns”, questioned these same concepts. In my 
second feature, I’ve decided to dig deeper. Set over less than 
24 hours, “Hesitation Wound” is a film that takes shape around a 

hearing, and focuses on Canan’s moral choices which will affect 
her personal and professional life. Despite having shot the film 
subjectively, I’m not interested in the goodness or the badness of 
Canan’s choices; my main focus is not the outcome of her choices, 
but the consequences of the process involved.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE

Director
Selman Nacar
nacar.selman@gmail.com
+90 541 378 2905

Producers
Burak Çevik
cevikburak@gmail.com
+90 532 595 0706
Diloy Gülün
diloy@karma-films.com
+90 532 441 7732

Production Company
Kuyu Film
info@kuyufilm.com
+90 541 378 2905

Budget
TL 11,646,000
€ 647,000
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He is a filmmaker, with a Film Directing MFA from Columbia 
University in New York. He gave lectures on fictional filmmaking 
at the same university. He graduated from İstanbul Bilgi University 

Faculty of Law in 2015, and the Faculty of Film in 2016. He is an 
alumnus of Berlinale Talents 2019, and First Films First 2020.

SELMAN NACAR DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography 
2021 Between Two Dawns (Feature Film) -  Writer, Director
2019 Belonging (Feature Film) - Producer 
2018 The Pillar of Salt (Feature Film)- Producer 

He’s films “The Pillar of Salt” and “Belonging” premiered at the 
Berlinale in 2018 and 2019, respectively. His video work/films have 

screened at various festivals such as the Locarno FF, FIDMarseille, 
Toronto FF and New York FF.

In 2001, she started her career as a producer with Ahmet Uluçay’s 
“Boats out of Watermelon Rinds”. Following the TV series, “Asmalı 
Konak: Hayat” (2003), she founded Karma Films and line-

produced many features. In 2019, she produced the TV series 
“I, Bartu” , and the feature films “The Hunt”by Emre Akay, and 
“Between Two Dawns” by Selman Nacar.

BURAK ÇEVİK PRODUCER

DİLOY GÜLÜN PRODUCER

Selected Filmography 
2022  A Woman Escapes (Feature Film) - Director, Producer
2021  Between Two Dawns (Feature Film) - Producer
2019  Belonging (Feature Film) - Director and Producer
2018  The Pillar of Salt (Feature Film) - Director, Producer

Selected Filmography 
2021 Between Two Dawns (Feature Film) - Producer
2020 The Hunt (Feature Film) - Producer
2018 Butterflies (Feature Film) - Producer
2004 Making Boats out of Watermelon Rinds (Feature Film) - Producer
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NEW DAWN FADES

Director
Gürcan Keltek
gurcankeltek@gmail.com 
+90 533 148 5012

Producer
Arda Çiltepe
ardaciltepe@gmail.com
+90 537 795 1664

Production Company
Vigo Film
 ardaciltepe@gmail.com
 +90 537 795 1664

Budget
TL 7,807,000
€ 524,000

Akın, a young and aspiring actor, is admitted to a psychiatric 
hospital after his graduation with the diagnosis of a severe mental 
disorder. He’s unable to memorize any lines due to the overuse of 
lithium and is fired from the municipality theater. He sees posters 
of a dead missing girl; the girl promises ‘to take him to the other 
side’. While he’s being sedated with heavy chemicals, we stroll 

among the crowds outside through the dark streets, across the 
squares of the city. In these streets, these districts piled on top of 
each other, evil has become everyday and compassion a thing of 
the past; they’re now home to ‘devils’ and ‘demons’ who exist and 
are among us.

“New Dawn Fades” is a film about the collective evil of societies, 
about the madness triggered by art and chemical drugs. It’s a 
hybrid blend of documentary and psychological thriller, a story 
that explores the destruction left on us by the families, generations 
and societies into which we’re born. In “New Dawn Fades”, reality 
co-exists with the unreal: Akın sees things through his own prism 
of lithium tolerance. The story takes place in the almost constant 

twilight of İstanbul, where we can barely tell the difference between 
day and night. İstanbul is ugly, eerie and disturbing. This is a city 
full of devils and strange beings, but we can’t see them clearly. 
Although Akın’s drugs don’t do any good, his thoughts become 
more lucid, and at some point towards the end, he becomes 
transparent.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
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He has directed several shorts including “Overtime” (2012), which 
screened at Visions Du Réel. His documentary, “Colony” (2015), 
screened at FIDMarseille. “Meteors” (2017) won more than 20 

awards including the First Feature Film and Boccolino d’Oro Film 
Critics’ Awards at Locarno. “Gulyabani” (2018) premiered in the 
Signs of Life section of the Locarno FF.

GÜRCAN KELTEK DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography 
2018 Gulyabani (Short Documentary) - Director 
2017 Meteors  (Documentary) - Director 
2015 Colony (Documentary) - Director 
2012 Overtime (Short Documentary) - Director  

He is a producer/director at Vigo Film. He co-produced “Meteors” 
(dir. Gürcan Keltek, 2017, Locarno Festival’s Filmmakers of the 
Present) and “Gulyabani” (dir. Gürcan Keltek, 2018, Locarno 

Festival’s Signs of Life). His directorial debut, “Black Sun”, won the 
Best International Short Film Award at Locarno FF in 2019.

ARDA ÇİLTEPE PRODUCER

Selected Filmography 
2019 Black Sun  (Short Film )  - Director 
2018 Gulyabani (Short Documentary) - Producer 
2018 The Pillar of Salt  (Feature Film) - Producer 
2017 Meteors Meteorlar (Documentary) - Producer
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61 MINUTES IN TRAPPED ZONE

The film opens as the Black Sea soccer team, Trabzonspor, wins 
Turkey’s Super League Championship after 38 years. My father 
and uncle, along with many of their fellow townsmen, last savored 
victory as boys, and they now transition from a state of excited 
expectation into kids. Watching them made me realize that 
their childish euphoria was about more than the championship 
title. While the film examines Turkey’s “manchildren” in terms 

of masculinity, the narrator also interrogates his own ability to 
grow up by exploring his personal story through archive footage. 
As he becomes alienated from his own sense of belonging, the 
narratWor tries to reestablish his bond with both Trabzon and his 
father. And so, by unraveling the childlike state that grown men 
are unable to leave behind,the film attempts to break out of the 
“Trapped Zone”.

My plan in filmmaking was always to start with my own story, 
but what my story was became increasingly vague. Filming 
Trabzonspor’s long-awaited championship victory, I began to see 
the relationship I had, and didn’t have, with both Trabzon and my 
father. When football and film were added to this relationship, I 
realized I was struggling with a very similar problem based around 
different concepts. Being aware of how the privilege of not 

growing up hurt me in life as a boy, I explored the state of being 
a boy and resistance to growing up through my father’s archive 
footage. In contrast to the routinely gloomy, strict and traditional 
representation of the father-son relationship, I wanted to show 
my father and me being “manchildren” through a relationship of 
love which had the fragility of masculinity at its core.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE

Director
Canberk Emre İpek
canberkeipek@gmail.com
+90 532 226 2373

Producers
Alican Acar 
alicanacar04@gmail.com
 +90 532 405 1352
Merve Tohum 
mervetohum@gmail.com
+90 536 307 9829

Production Company
Normal Film
normalfilm1@gmail.com
+90 534 887 94 13

Budget
TL 434,000
€ 24,000
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He was born in İstanbul, Canberk Emre İpek completed his high 
school education at Robert College and went on to take classes in 
film while majoring in law at Koç University. In 2020, he produced 

the short film, “Stop Look Listen Pass”. He is currently working on 
a Master’s degree at the Kadir Has University Department of Film 
and Television.

CANBERK EMRE İPEK DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography:
2020 Decay - Auntzero (Music Video) - Writer, Director, Producer
2020 Stop Look Listen Pass (Short Film) - Producer

He was born in İstanbul, Alican Acar graduated from the 
Boğaziçi University Department of Mechanical Engineering, and 
completed a Master’s degree in artificial intelligence at the same 
university. In 2020, he worked as a production assistant on “Stop 

Look Listen Pass”, which screened in competition at the Akbank 
Short Film and Uşak Short Film Festivals. He is an alumnus of the 
Classic YAPIMLAB Training course.

While studying philosophy at Galatasaray University, she took 
elective classes in film. During her more than five-year career in 
advertising, she worked as the creative strategist of the much-

talked-about Orkid Uncover the Shame campaign, which won 
a Golden Drum award. She is currently working on an MA at the 
Kadir Has University Department of Film and TV.

ALİCAN ACAR PRODUCER

MERVE TOHUM PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2020 Stop Look Listen Pass (Short Film) - Production Assistant
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A SIMPLE PLACE 

Director
Etna Özbek
etnaozbek1@gmail.com
+90 536 506 5893

Producer
Burak Karamete
brkkaramete@hotmail.com
+90 537 723 1464

Production Company
Zug Film
burak.karamete@zugfilm.com
+90 537 723 1464

Budget
TL 3.520.000
€ 197,500

Saalim Nazki, Muneeb Nazki and Maumoon Lone are three 
young Kashmiri men trying to build a life in harmony with nature. 
Theirs is not an easy quest, because under the strict rules of the 
Kashmiri middle class, their passion for farming is a shameful act 
that taints the family name. At the same time, everything about 

Kashmir is unpredictable from one minute to the next. There are 
frequent lockdowns and communication breakdowns. Through 
their inspiring journey, we get to observe the human connection 
to the soil and to animals, as well as to witness the everyday reality 
of Kashmir.

I find inspiration in the stories of ordinary people, and beauty 
in small everyday occurrences. I look deeply in them to find 
transcendence. In inhabiting sterile environments, we have 
forgotten our relationship with the soil and animals. For me, making 
“A Simple Place” became a way of reconnecting to our roots. It 

is fascinating to see the striking resemblance between our daily 
interactions with animals and the current state of the World. This 
documentary is a meditative observation of the human condition, 
and the everyday poetry it offers is sure to engage the audience.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
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She graduated from the School of Visual Arts in New York with a 
BFA in film/video. Her graduation film, “Water, Water Everywhere”, 
screened at film festivals such as the Jaipur International Film 

Festival. Her fırst documentary, “Nosema”, was awarded the 
Special Jury Prize at the 40th İstanbul Film Festival and had its 
international premiere at IDFA 2021.

ETNA ÖZBEK DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography 
2023 A Simple Place (Documentary) - Director, Co-producer 
2021 Nosema (Documentary) - Director, Co-producer 
2017 Water, water everywhere (Short Film) - Director, Co-producer

He was born in Turkey, Burak Karamete studied law at Bilkent 
University and earned an MBA from Johns Hopkins University. 
He recently jump-started his producing career with “Nosema”. 

In 2020, he co-founded Zug Film with Etna Özbek where he 
produces documentaries. He is fluent in both English and French.

BURAK KARAMETE  PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2023 A Simple Place (Documentary) - Producer
2021 Nosema  (Documentary) - Producer
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ELSEWHERE

Director, Producer
Melis Birder
melisbirder@yahoo.com 
+90 538 013 7962

Producer
Nesra Gürbüz
nesrag@gmail.com 
+90 535 969 0319

Production Company
Monomit Film
nesra@monomitfilm.com
+90 535 969 0319

Budget
TL 4,438,000
€ 245,200

“Elsewhere” follows the filmmaker, Melis Birder, into the maze of 
her closed community which has believed, for over 350 years, in 
the coming of a “Jewish Muslim Messiah”. Melis’ mother, Müjde, 
is the first woman in the film to break the vow of silence and allow 
the director to lift the veil on centuries of long-hidden truths. On a 

voyage of discovery that takes her from Jerusalem to Amsterdam 
to memory lane, Melis finds her way through intuition, serendipity, 
and sometimes even the power of imagination. Her daughter, Alaz, 
joins forces with her mother to break taboos on issues such as faith, 
identity and love.

The idea of a Messiah as a savior of humankind might be absurd or 
dangerous for many. However, don’t we all crave some radical hope 
(beyond political promises) to achieve peace, justice and freedom 
in this wretched world? As autocracies base their power on the 
successful creation of tiresome, oversimplified myths, I believe it is 

time to rewrite our history and reimagine our mythology. I therefore 
set out on the hunt for sparks of more nuanced progressive myths 
buried among the ruins of a silenced family history. From this 
microcosm, “Elsewhere” aims to reach a new place of belonging.

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
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She has been making documentaries since 2001. She shot her 
first independent award winning documentary “Tenth Planet: 
A Single Life in Baghdad” in war torn Iraq in 2004. Then came 

Sundance supported films “The Visitors” and “Bağlar”. She has 
been producing short documentaries for YouTube and Patreon 
channels while working on her last film “Elsewhere”

MELİS BİRDER DIRECTOR - PRODUCER

Selected Filmography 
2016 Bağlar (Documentary) - Co-director, Co-producer
2009 The Visitors (Documentary) - Director, Producer
2004 The Tenth Planet: A Single Life in Baghdad (Documentary) - Director, Producer
2001 Crossing Brooklyn (Documentary) - Director, Producer

She is the co-producer of “Sivas”, which won the Special Jury Prize 
at the Venice Film Festival. The first feature she produced, “Dust 
Cloth”, had its international premiere in the Forum section of the 

Berlinale and won Best Film, Best Script and Best Actress awards 
at the İstanbul Film Festival. She is a 2013 EAVE alumna.

NESRA GÜRBÜZ PRODUCER

Selected Filmography 
2022 Before the Night (Feature Film) - Co-producer
2019 The Adventures of Sukran the Lame (Feature Film) - Line Producer 
2015 Dust Cloth (Feature Film) - Producer 
2014 Sivas (Feature Film) - Co-producer
2011 Neighbors (Feature Film) - Line Producer 
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HOLD STILL

Director
Berke Baş
berkebas@mac.com
+90 536 698 0497

Producer
Enis Köstepen
eniskostepen@gmail.com
+90 532 690 5636

Production Company
Liman Film
info@limanfilm.com
+90 532 690 5636

Budget
TL 2,843,000 
€ 156,800

A Kurdish lawyer fights for justice in present-day Turkey with families 
whose sons and brothers were “disappeared” by the state in 1995. 
Breaking down the state’s wall of silence is an impossible task, but as 
argued by the father of a boy who went missing aged 13, ‘The truth is 
out there for those who want to see.’ The film follows two timelines. 
One begins in 2018 and slowly progresses toward 2022 when the 

trial ends with the acquittal of the defendants. The other goes back 
to October 1995 when the tragedy struck and extends to 2013, 2014 
and 2016 when the remains of the bodies were recovered. “Hold 
Still” focuses on keeping alive the memory of the “disappeared” 
and on the lawyer’s commitment to the families, along with his 
perseverance in finding justice and the truth.

The chronological progress of the ‘Dargecit Trial’ for the last five 
years under the leadership of lawyer Erdal Kuzu forms the main 
narrative of the film. But we don’t lose sight of the memory of 
the “disappeared”, who are at the center of this struggle. We 
follow their tragic loss and the experiences of their families in the 

aftermath. Our premise for making the documentary was rooted in 
the belief that “recognition is a form of reparation” and in the hope 
that the film could be a part of the justice process. In spite of the 
state’s shields of impunity, we will highlight this enduring struggle 
to speak truth to power and keep the memory alive. 

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
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She was born in Ordu in 1972. She earned a BA in Political Science 
and International Relations from Boğaziçi University, and an MA 
in Media Studies from the New School in New York City. She has 
been directing/producing independent documentaries since 

2001. In 1998, she co-founded inHouse Projects with Melis Birder. 
Between 2002-2017, she lectured on the İstanbul Bilgi University 
Cinema, TV and Cultural Studies graduate programs.

BERKE BAŞ DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography
2016 Bağlar (Documentary) - Co-director
2010 Concrete Park (Documentary) - Director
2010 Planet Galata - A Bridge in İstanbul (Documentary) - Co-director
2009 Hush! (Documentary) - Director
2008 What a Beautiful Democracy! (Documentary) - Co-director

He studied international trade and sociology at Boğaziçi University, 
and anthropology at The New School for Social Research. One of 
the founders of Altyazı film magazine, Köstepen started producing 

features at Bulut Film in 2008. He is a 2011 EAVE alumnus. 
Köstepen’s current projects are “Hold Still” and “Yellow Letters” 
(dir. İlker Çatak). 

ENİS KÖSTEPEN PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2019 A Tale of Three Sisters (Feature Film) - Co-producer
2015 Frenzy (Feature Film) - Producer
2013 Lifelong (Feature Film ) - Co-producer
2012 Beyond the Hill (Feature Film) - Producer
2009 Dark Cloud (Feature Film) -Producer
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KAVUR

Director
Fırat Özeler
ozelerfirat@gmail.com
+90 534 717 8534

Producer
Emir Melek
emirmelek@gmail.com
+ 90 507 600 9276

Production Company
Luna Films
emirmelek@gmail.com
+ 90 507 600 9276

Budget
TL 315,000 
€ 17,346

A young woman believes that if she takes a trip inspired by the 
journeys portrayed in the films of a director she admires, she will 
forget all her troubles. Her travels take her to deserted towns, 
ruins, hotels where no one stays. When the director becomes a 
part of the woman’s soul searching, an imaginary dialogue begins 

between them, a conversation about solitude, homeland and their 
timeless shared obsessions. Anonymous letters, forgotten dreams, 
faces out of nowhere and a missing film will guide them in finding 
the answers they seek.

I thought of this documentary as an experiment. It was fascinating 
to make a biography part of a fictional quest; to weave together two 
stories, one fictional and one real; to bring together two characters, 
one fictional and one real; to push them into a dialogue; and even 
to  make them friends. In this way, it became possible to look at 
both the history of a country through the sense of alienation felt 

by two people in their country of residence, and at the landscape 
of shared personal feelings. The result was this film: a blend of 
fiction and reality where an imaginary character chases after lived 
memories. Everything we would encounter in a documentary was 
now a part of a fictional journey.

SYNOPSIS
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After three years of study at the İstanbul Faculty of Medicine, he 
switched courses and colleges to study film at Kadir Has University. 
His first short film, “The Banquet”, premiered at the Sarajevo FF 

in 2019. He completed his second film, an experimental short 
titled “Things I Don’t Remember”, in 2020. “Kavur” will be his first 
feature-length film.

FIRAT ÖZELER DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography
2020 Things I Don’t Remember (Short Film) - Director, Editing, Sound 
2019 The Banquet (Short Film) - Director, Scriptwriter

He studied political science and film at Boğaziçi University. 
He both acted in, and executive produced Fırat Özeler’s “The 

Banquet” in 2019. “Kavur” is the first feature-length film he has 
produced.

EMİR MELEK PRODUCER

Selected Filmography:
2019 The Banquet (Short Film) - Actor, Executive Producer
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ANCIENT BLUE

Director 
Emir Ziyalar
emir.ziyalar@interyapim.com
+90 537 731 3105
Creator
Doruk Kumkumoğlu
dorukkumkumoglu@gmail.com
+90 537 498 3445

Producer
Sarp Kalfaoğlu
sarp.kalfaoglu@interyapim.com
+90 532 296 0666

Production Company
Inter Yapım 
ezgi.gezer@interyapim.com
+90 532 650 9091

Budget
TL 44,000,000  
€ 2,435,000
Episode
8

Kenan Yelkıran is a lonely fisherman living in a small town. Haunted 
by shadows from the past, he lives a dull, depressing life. One day, 
as an ominous storm gathers on the horizon, his boat is confiscated. 
That night, Kenan takes his boat and sails it into the terrifying storm. 
The boat is ripped apart and Kenan gets lost among the waves. 

Two months later, Kenan comes back to the town completely 
unharmed. His return marks the beginning of a mysterious journey 
into his past. Maybe it’s time to finally unveil the darkness that has 
followed him his entire life.

“Ancient Blue” is a journey through guilt, punishment and 
absolution. The plot takes the near-death experience of Kenan 
as the primary storytelling device and presents it to the audience 
using the tools of cinematic expressionism. This approach invites 
the audience to delve into the depths of Kenan’s psyche and 
uncover his mysterious past and primal instincts. Elements of 

mythology and the thriller genre will be incorporated to reinforce 
the series both dramatically and culturally. Pieces of the puzzle will 
be scattered throughout the episodes to guide Kenan on his way 
and keep the audience’s attention. Like the sea itself, the journey 
will be cruel yet cathartic. 

SYNOPSIS
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He is a writer and director born in İstanbul in 1993. He is a Visual 
Communication Design graduate from İstanbul Bilgi University 
and obtained a postgraduate degree in Directing from the Film 

and TV School of the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague. He 
seeks to introduce new perspectives into cinematic expressionism.

EMİR ZİYALAR CREATOR - DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography
2020 Ballad of Ulzamar (Short Film) - Director 
2019 The Act of Devouring (Short Film) - Director 
2018 Bozí Dar, God’s Gift (Experimental Documentary) - Director 
2017 The Emissaries (Short Film) - Director 
2015 Inside (Short Film) - Director

He is the producer of the movie, “Two Types of People”, which won 
awards at 57th Antalya Film Festival. He is also executive producer 
of the TV series “ Respect”, “Pavilion”, “I Am Bartu”, “Steppe” and 

“Seven Faces”. He is currently working on various series, films and 
novels after publishing his first book, “Another Space”.

He was born in İzmir in 1994, Doruk Kumkumoğlu is a visual artist 
and a lecturer at the Kadir Has University Department of Visual 
Communication Design. He is a graduate of Visual Communication 

Design from İstanbul Bilgi University and earned a postgraduate 
degree in Photography at École cantonale d’art de Lausanne. He 
has recently taken up screenwriting.

SARP KALFAOĞLU PRODUCER

DORUK KUMKUMOĞLU CREATOR

Selected Filmography
2020 Two Types Of People (Feature Film) - Producer
2019 Respect (TV Series) - Executive Producer
2019 Pavilion (TV Series) - Executive Producer
2018 Steppe (TV Series) - Executive Producer
2018 I Am Bartu (TV Series) - Executive Producer
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BLACK STOCKINGS

Creator, Director
Tanzer Güven
tanzerguven@yahoo.com
+90 507 317 5288

Producer 
Hilal Ergenekon
 he@hecemedya.com
+90 532 231 9000

Production Company
Hece Medya
info@hecemedya.com
+90 216 360 1439

Budget
TL 32,000,000  
€ 1,777,777
Episode
4

The story of Turkey’s first football team, the first match in the history 
of Turkish football, the first Muslim Turkish player and the first goal 
in Turkish Football… 1901. Under an oppressive administration 
where Muslims are denied many of the rights granted to foreigners, 
the protagonist of our story, naval officer Fuad Husni, learns about 
football by attending matches with “foreigners” under the alias 

“Bobby”... His love for the “leather sphere” combined with the 
spirit of standing against the struggle in his country, he comes up 
with an idea: To start a football team whose players are all Turkish! 
Meanwhile, Mustafa Kemal, a Military Academy student in his 20s, 
is depressed by the course of events in his homeland and begins to 
look for ways to escape the straitjacket he finds himself in.  

The place and importance of soccer among other sports today is 
indisputable all over the world. Football is also the most popular 
sport in Turkey. If we talk about football almost every day, if there 
are dozens of broadcast and media outlets dedicated to football, 
if 24-hour television programs on football are so avidly watched, 

if the team we support takes priority even over family, if we can’t 
imagine a life without football, then it’s partly thanks to those brave 
men that no one remembers today. And their stories should be 
known and told.  

SYNOPSIS
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He is a graduate of the Dokuz Eylül University Film and TV 
Department, he has worked in the media industry as a director 

for various networks. He has also made documentary films and is 
currently directing at TJK TV.

TANZER GÜVEN CREATOR - DIRECTOR

Selected Filmography 
2014 Flaşbek - Movie Within Movie (Documentary) - Director
2013 Movies Through İzmir (Documentary) - Writer, Director
2004 She Loves Too (Documentary) - Writer, Director
2003 Come O Cosy Daughter of the Sea  (Documentary) - Writer, Director

She graduating from the Department of Journalism at Ege 
University, she started her professional career as a sports reporter 
and news presenter. Hilal Ergenekon has been a well-known face 

on television and actively working for national media channels 
since 2004. She has produced and presented a variety of programs 
over her career.

HİLAL ERGENEKON PRODUCER 
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HALF-LIFE

Creators
Tilbe Cana İnan
tilbecanainan@gmail.com
+90 505 485 7588
Kubilay Kara
kkdewres@gmail.com
+90 532 526 9352

Producer
Yelin Mckay
yelin@ffistanbul.com
+90 533 338 5977

Production Company
Flâneuse Films İstanbul
yelin@ffistanbul.com
+90 533 338 5977

Budget
TL 89,580,034.97  
€ 4,938,259.92
Episode
8

An archaeology graduate, Gaye dreams of making a big discovery. 
She finally scores top marks in the civil servant selection exam, 
but can’t get a placement. At the same time, she urgently needs 
to find money for her mother’s cancer treatment. This pushes her 
to steal a smuggled historical artifact that she comes across in the 

warehouse she is in charge of. Her attempt to sell the artifact fails 
dismally. She loses her job, narrowly avoids going to prison and 
marries her fiancé. Upon finding out that her husband is cheating 
on her, Gaye makes a big decision and goes in pursuit of an even 
bigger treasure. 

Through an exciting journey in the adventurous world of treasure 
hunting, “Half-Life” will tell the story of a woman carving out a place 
for herself both in her family home and in a corrupt society. The 
conspicuous absence of treasure hunting — a common pastime in 
Turkey — in film and television narratives inspired us to tell this story 
in a location where everyone has a treasure hunting story. Our 

creative influences include Lütfi Akad’s migration trilogy (“The 
Bride”, “The Wedding”, “Blood Money”), “Thelma and Louise”, 
“Breaking Bad” and “Fargo” (the series). While addressing the 
themes of family, the position of women in society and nepotism, 
we aim to create a cinematic language that is both critical and 
enjoyable.
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She was born in 1989 in İstanbul, İnan graduated from the Boğaziçi 
University Department of Philosophy. She has worked as a part 
of various screenwriting teams. Her second short film, “How to 

Disappear”, was selected for the İKSV Short Film Workshop and is 
currently at the editing stage. She is now working on a feature film 
and TV projects.

TİLBE CANA İNAN CREATOR

Selected Filmography 
2023 Thursday Night Is Too Dark (Feature Film - in development) - Producer
2022 Prettier than You (TV series - ongoing) - Writer
2022 How to Disappear (Short Film) - Director, Writer
2019 The Pit (Short Film) - Director, Writer

He was born in 1986 in Tunceli, Kara graduated from the Osmangazi 
University Department of Geology. He worked as screenwriter for 
Yazı Odası, a screenwriting studio started by Kerem Deren and 

Pınar Bulut. He then worked as a screenplay assistant to writer-
director Özcan Alper. Most recently, he has worked as a writer on 
the TV series “Unfaithful”. He is also working on his own projects.

She was born in İzmir in 1982, she was raised in İstanbul. From 2020-
2022 she worked at OGM Pictures as a production coordinator, 
executive producer and project development manager on various 

digital platform projects. She founded Flâneuse Films İstanbul in 
2022 in order to develop her own projects and to create a hub for 
creative minds.

KUBİLAY KARA CREATOR

YELİN MCKAY PRODUCER

Selected Filmography 
2020-2022 Unfaithful (TV Series) - Writer
2019 The Pit (Short Film) - Writer
2015 Maral ( TV Series) - Writer

Selected Filmography 
2022 Don’t Leave (Feature Film) - Executive Producer
2022 The Festival of Troubadours (Feature Film) - Executive Producer
2022 Ben Gri (Disney+ Original Series) - Project Development Manager
2022 Yakamoz S-245 (Netflix Original Series) - Production Coordinator
2021 The Gift S3 (Netflix Original Series) - Production Coordinator
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THE ELEPHANT AND TIME

Creator, Director, Producer 
Bilal Bay
bilalbay@gmail.com
+90 535 857 3698

Production Company
GFDMEDYA
info@gfdmedya.com
+90 535 857 3698

Budget
TL 27,000,000 
€ 1,500,000
Episode
3

The latter years of World War I. Reluctant to join the army and 
interested only in his own passions, Armağan revives a dormant 
traveling circus whose members are unable to return to their 
country because of the Balkan War, and goes on tour in Anatolia. 
As the circus troupe makes its way across the Anatolian steppe, 
their elephants are killed and eaten by deserting soldiers. Without 

the elephants carry its heaviest loads, the circus grinds to a halt. 
And so begins a battle for survival among deserters, bandits, 
and regular armies. Armağan finds himself led on a journey into 
the Independence War by the secret plans of a group that has 
infiltrated the circus to smuggle historical artifacts.

Armağan, the founder of a circus that echoes the cosmopolitan 
structure of the Ottoman State, sets off for Anatolia, a land he 
has heard a lot about but never seen for himself. His plan is to put 
on shows with the circus and to film the shows. Over the course 
of the journey, we watch Armağan’s transformation into the wild 

personality he has shied from for years. I, too, am here today to 
complete my own transformation within a cosmopolitan setup 
much like the circus whose story I will be telling. And I know that 
there are creative people here who will join me on this journey.
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He was born in İstanbul in 1984, he abandoned his studies at the 
Middle East Technical University (METU) in 2008 to take up a 
career in filmmaking. In 2009, he made his first short film, “No 
More Than Real”. After working for a long time as a film editor, he 

spent around nine years at the post-production company, Aruba 
Medya, as a founding manager. In 2022, he founded a production 
company called GFD Medya. 

BİLAL BAY CREATOR - DIRECTOR - PRODUCER

Selected Filmography 
2023 Bizon Murat (Documentary - in post-production) - Director
2009 No More than Real (Short Film) - Writer, Director
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ZEK THE FLATMATE

Creator, Writer, Director 
Erinç Durlanık
erinc.durlanik@gmail.com
+90 536 637 2112
Creator
Yusuf Onur Aydın
yusufonuraydin@gmail.com 
+90 506 739 6111

Producers
Elif Nur Kayalar
elifnurkayalar@gmail.com
+90 533 290 0792
Ceren Özkanlı Samlı 
ozkanliceren@gmail.com
+90 541 451 0686

Production Company
Orange Point Tasarım ve 
Prodüksiyon Stüdyosu 
op@orangepointstudio.com 
+90 533 290 0792

Budget
TL 6,793,899.90 
€ 374,977.68
Episode
10

“Zek the Flatmate”, is a zombie bromance comedy-drama about 
two close friends, Zek and Altan. Their lives change one day when 
Zek dies unexpectedly and turns into a zombie. With Zek’s return, 
Altan will transform from careless couch potato into provider 
and caregiver for the duo, while Zek the zombie will abandon his 

former responsible working self and become a rebel who ignores 
life. While trying to keep Zek’s secret and deal with the awkward 
situations caused by his zombie identity, the pair are faced with 
suspicious events. “Zek the Flatmate” explores the themes of grief, 
friendship, and growing up.

“Zek the Flatmate” tells the story of two friends who weather a 
series of tragicomic events and try to carry on with life despite all 
its absurdities. As such, the series belongs not only to the science 
fiction genre, but also contains significant elements of comedy 
and drama. “Zek” focuses on the close bond between two people 

through these two flatmates. As a zombie, the character of Zek 
stands out at first glance. However, the story of Altan “growing up” 
is a central thread of the series. The main theme is accepting death 
and talking about it.

SYNOPSIS
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After completing a Master’s in Mechanical Engineering at 
Politecnico di Milano, he spent a while working for a company as 
an engineer. He then resigned and started directing. His short films 

have won awards. He has also worked as a writer, editor, executive 
producer and consultant on various projects. He currently works 
freelance.

He studied Mechanical Engineering at Yıldız Technical University, 
went on to complete a Master’s at the Haliç University Theater 
Department and has since carried out academic and practical 

studies in this field. He is involved in project development, writing, 
acting and the performing arts. He works as a writer/producer at 
his own video production company.

She has a Bachelor’s degree in Cinema and Television and a 
double major in Sociology. She earned an MA in Directing Film 
and TV at Bournemouth University in the UK. She has worked as 

a freelance assistant director. She is currently a scriptwriter at The 
Soul Publishing and continues to produce independent projects.

She has been working as a lawyer in İstanbul for more than 10 
years. She is currently working on her first documentary, a piece 
about drag queens. In addition, she has produced short films by 

Erinç Durlanık and Deniz Uymaz, and an animated short film by Elif 
Nur Kayalar.

ERİNÇ DURLANIK CREATOR - DIRECTOR

YUSUF ONUR AYDIN CREATOR

ELİF NUR KAYALAR PRODUCER

CEREN ÖZKANLI SAMLI PRODUCER

Selected Filmography 
2023 When the Shift Ends (Short Film) - Scriptwriter, Director, Producer
2021 International Departures (Experimental Short Film) - Scriptwriter, Director, Producer
2019 A House Plant Named Yasemin (Short Film) - Scriptwriter, Director, Producer

Selected Filmography 
2022 Casual Encounters (Theater Play) - Writer, Director
2021 Cypresence (VR Experimental) - Writer, Director
2021 International Departures (Short Film) - Co-Producer
2017 Abrigoz (Short Film) - Actor

Selected Filmography 
2023 Carnation (Short Animation Film) - Scriptwriter, Director, Producer
2023 When The Shift Ends (Short Film) - Assistant Director
2021 Leyla (Short Film) - Assistant Director
2021 Not in a Million Years (Short Film) - Assistant Director
2017 Snowflakes (Documentary) - Scriptwriter, Director, Producer

Selected Filmography 
2023 Queen’s Enchantment (Short Film) - Director, Producer
2023 When the Shift Ends (Short Film) - Producer
2023 Almost Alive, Restless as Can Be (Short Film) - Producer
2022 Midnight at Pera Palace (Series) - Actor
2019 Cake Mosque - Alterego (Music Video) - Producer 
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ALONE

Director 
Aziz Alaca
aziz@ankarafilmevi.org
+90 542 824 4470

Producer 
Zöhre Koçkan Çelik
zohre@ankarafilmevi.org
+90 555 552 9293

Production Company 
Ankara Film Evi
info@ankarafilmevi.org
+90 542 824 44 70

Budget
TL 2,100,000 
€ 120,000 

Tamer, a musician of limited talent who plays in bars in Ankara, is 
determined to become a respected artist who sings his own songs. 
Tamer leaves behind everything to take vocal and guitar lessons 
from Kenan, a one-time rock star who now leads a secluded life 
in Antalya. Gipsy drummer Tahir, Kenan’s “free-spirited” daughter 

İpek, hippie manager Mickey, hotel owner Mercan, maverick police 
commissioner Cemal, bass guitarist young single mother Tuğba 
and even Pink Floyd member Roger Waters accompany him on 
his journey to become that respected musician.

As a youth and music film, “Alone” will run at a pace that echoes 
British and American independent films: scenes will be short 
and lucid, the storyline clearly defined, and there will be a cast 
of engaging, memorable secondary characters. We have a 
main character who is trying to overcome internal and external 
stumbling blocks. Kenan, the mentor character used so well by 
Hollywood, is the protagonist’s main supporter. In terms of the 

story and narrative structure, I would cite “The Commitments”, 
“Rocky” and “The Karate Kid” as key influences. What interests me 
is the idea of a person challenging their fate and abilities. The visual 
language of the film is exemplified in British films such as “The 
Commitments” and “The Full Monty”. In other words, what I aim to 
achieve is well-balanced, realistic compositions and unobtrusive 
camera movements.
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A Computer Engineering graduate from İstanbul Technical 
University, Alaca took filmmaking classes from Hüseyin Kuzu, 
Ömer Kavur, Semir Aslanyürek and Uğur İçbak at the Film Directors 
Association in İstanbul. After moving to Germany in 2002 and 
training as an Assistant Director at Berlin ISFF, he worked on many 

projects in Berlin and Regensburg. He returned to Turkey and 
founded Ankara Film House in 2013. He is currently developing 
a TV series and preparing to shoot his first feature in October-
November 2022.

AZİZ ALACA DIRECTOR - WRITER

Selected Filmography
2021 Lakeshore (Short Film) - Director
2020 The Artist (Short Experimental Film) - Director 
2020 Soul of Ankara (TV Documentary Series, 4x22’) - Director
2018 Colors of Germiyan (Short Documentary) - Director
2015 Standing Man (Documentary) - Director

She completed a BA and MA in Philosophy at the Middle East 
Technical University (METU) in 2011 and 2014, respectively. 
Between 2011-2106 she worked as a research assistant at METU. 
She played an active role in the organization of many events in her 

department and at the Film Club. She is currently working on a 
PhD in Philosophy at METU, while also developing film projects at 
Ankara Film House.

ZÖHRE KOÇKAN ÇELİK PRODUCER
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PINE CONE

Director, Producer
Serhat Gönen
serhatgonen@gmail.com
+90 539 231 7487

Producer 
M.Tayfur Aydın
aydntayfur@gmail.com
+90 (532) 423 56 37
Writer
Tülin Kurnaz
kurnaztulinn@gmail.com
+90 536 066 3153

Production Company
Gönen Medya
serhatgonen@gmail.com
+90 539 231 7487

Budget
TL 5,302,000  
€ 290,000

Thirty-year-old Nisan lives alone. The trauma and pain of 
separation she suffered as a child have left her despondent and 
unable to deal with life. One day, she decides to go camping. The 
place she chooses is not far from her old memories. She gives 
herself a week for the trip, during which time she plans to write 
farewell letters to the people she loves. This, she thinks, will be her 

last journey. But a surprise awaits her awaits her at her destination: 
a six-year-old girl. Nisan throws herself into an adventure with 
the girl. During the experience she will both remember her 
own past and understand the world in which the child lives. This 
supposedly last journey will actually mark the beginning of a new 
life for Nisan.

For most of us, the past is full of traumas that scar us in adulthood. 
Childhood trauma is not, therefore, as rare as we think. These 
traumas can affect our adult life in many different ways. Nisan is 
a woman who has left everything in her life unfinished and been 

unable to continue with her plans. Because she can’t break away 
from her past, she doesn’t want to do anything about the future. 
Her mother survives on antidepressants. Nisan believes that 
dying will perhaps end this endless vicious cycle.

SYNOPSIS
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He was born in Diyarbakır in 1992. His graduation film was a short 
titled “Foot-Wear”, which won him seven awards. He then took 
filmmaking classes in Los Angeles. He has taken on the role of 

festival coordinator for a number of films. He is also the founding 
director of the Diyarbakır International Short FF.

SERHAT GÖNEN DIRECTOR - PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2022 Champion (Documentary) - Producer
2017 White Pigeon (Short Film) - Director
2016 Foot-Wear (Short Film) - Director

He was born in Bitlis in 1980, he directed his first short film, “Being 
You”, in 2008. He followed this with the shorts “The Tomb Inside 
Me” (2008), “Forbidden Apple” (2009), and “On the Threshold” 
(2009). He made his first feature film, “The Trace”, in 2011 and 

the second, “Black Crow”, in 2016. His producer credits include 
“Escape to Adana” (2016),  “Colorless Dream” (2018), and most 
recently, Ümit Ünal’s “Love, Spells and All That” (2019). He is 
currently developing his new feature, “Battle of the Hedgehogs”.

She was born in Niksar, Tokat in 1981, she started writing poetry at 
middle school and went on to win multiple poetry competition 
prizes during her time at middle and high school. She has acted 

in stage plays since she was a child. After completing her training 
at the Contemporary Drama Association in 2014, she became a 
creative drama instructor.

M. TAYFUR AYDIN PRODUCER

TÜLİN KURNAZ WRITER

Selected Filmography
2022 Poet (Feature Film) - Producer
2019 Love, Spells and All That  (Feature Film) - Producer
2018 Colorless Dream (Feature Film) - Producer
2016 Black Crow (Feature Film) - Writer, Director, Producer
2011 İz-Reç (Feature Film) -  Writer, Director, Producer

Selected Filmography
Pine Cone (Feature Film) - Writer
A Small Drop of Water (Feature Film) - Writer
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RABID

Director, Writer
Abdurrahman Öner
mandolinfilm@gmail.com
+90 505 567 6894

Producer
Arzu Şenses Öner
mandolinfilm@gmail.com
+90 553 264 2714

Production Company
Mandolin Film
mandolinfilm@gmail.com
+90 212 570 8288

Budget
TL 3,500,000   
€ 250,000  

Murat works in “direct sales” advertising for a TV channel. His 
friend Şahin, a real estate agent, tells him about an unmissable 
opportunity. Persuaded by Şahin, Murat borrows money from his 
brother-in-law to buy a hugely overpriced shanty house. When he 
goes to the municipality, Murat realizes that he has been defrauded 

and is furious with Şahin. He gets drunk and makes up his mind to 
kill Şahin. Murat wakes early next morning on a pile of building 
sand. He learns that Şahin was found in front of a construction site 
and is now in hospital in the ICU. Bitten by the ambition to make 
easy money, Murat becomes aggressive like a rabid dog.

In order to portray Murat’s ambition to make easy money, I have 
chosen a narrative in which we define his first step as the “bite” and 
then see all the different stages of rabies evolve both emotionally 
and (partly) physically in the protagonist. My reason for doing so 

is twofold: first, I wanted to correlate the desire to make more and 
more money, which the new world order has imposed on us, with 
rabies, a deadly disease that enters the body; and secondly, I wanted 
to define a conscientious death.

SYNOPSIS
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To date, he has made 10 short films and documentaries which have 
screened at 158 festivals and won 46 awards. He has been a jury 
member for several important festivals including Sarajevo and 
Transylvania FF. His feature film, “Road to the Moon”, was selected 

to compete at festivals such as İstanbul, Adana and Malatya. 
The film picked up four awards as well as Best Film at the Balkan 
Panorama FF.

ABDURRAHMAN ÖNER DIRECTOR - WRITER

Selected Filmography
2018 Road to the Moon (Feature Film) - Director
2012 Vanished into the Blue (Short Film) - Director
2011 Bird of Passage (Documentary) - Director
2009 A Man with Curly Hair (Documentary) - Director
2008 Crossing the Styx (Experimental Short Film) - Director

As producer of the short film, “Vanished into Blue”, she won 
24 awards at national and international festivals, among them 
Belgrade, Tangiers, Antalya and Adana. The feature film, “Road to 

the Moon”, which she also produced, screened in competition at 
festivals such as İstanbul, Adana and Malatya, winning four awards 
as well as Best Film at the Balkan Panorama FF.

ARZU ŞENSES ÖNER PRODUCER

Selected Filmography
2018 Road to the Moon (Feature Film) - Producer
2012 Vanished into the Blue (Short Film) - Producer 
2015 Never without My Child (Documentary) - Director 
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AWARDS

PITCHING FOR FEATURE FILMS IN DEVELOPMENT

- Feature Film Pitching Platform Award (2 Projects) 40.000 TL

- Film Standartları Post Production Award 

- Filmarka Equipment Support

FEATURES WORK-IN-PROGRESS PLATFORM

- Features Work-In-Progress Platform Award 80.000 TL

- TRT Features Work-In-Progress Platform Award 80.000 TL

- Features Work-In-Progress Platform Special Jury Award 40.000 TL

- Başka Sinema Distribution and Promotion Award

DOCUMENTARIES WORK-IN-PROGRESS PLATFORM

- Documentaries Work-In-Progress Platform Award (2 Projects) 40.000 TL

- Başka Sinema Distribution Award 

- DAE Encouragement Award

- Film Standartları Color Grading Award

- Postbıyık Sound Post Production Award

SERIES / SHORT SERIES PITCHING PLATFORM

- Netflix Grow Creative Project Development Support 100.000 TL 

- Netflix Turkey Project Development Workshop

- Color Up Color Grading Award 

SÜMER TİLMAÇ ANTALYA FILM SUPPORT FUND PITCHING PLATFORM

- Sümer Tilmaç Antalya Film Support Fund Award 150.000 TL

- Fono Film Post Production Award
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FILMMAKERS UNITED FOR PEACE! 

WE SUPPORT FREEDOM,  
ARTISTIC EXPRESSION & DIVERSITY
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HOW TO FINANCE A FILM?

MASTERCLASS

After identifying the director and producer, it is time to find financing for the project. So, what kind of strategy should you follow? 
Who should come on board, and when? Local and international funds and grants, television networks, sales agents, producers 
with money and even investors making their first foray into the industry. Producers must do their homework and think carefully 
before approaching these potential partners. Industry professionals will share their experiences and expectations to help producers 
navigate this long journey.

SPEAKERS: ANTONE SALIBA MISTER SMITH (UK), OLIVIER PÉRE ARTE FRANCE (FR), TERESA HOEFERT DE TURÉGANO 
MEDIENBOARD BERLIN-BRANDENBURG (DE)
MODERATOR: KATRIEL SCHORY (IL)

Date : October 2nd

Time : 17.00 – 18.30 
Language: English with Turkish translation
@ SU HOTEL – VODA HALL

American French actor-director-producer Jean-Marc Barr and Turkish actor-producer Damla Sönmez will talk about acting in the 
US, Europe and Turkey with the moderation of experienced American writer-film critic Deborah Young. They will also share their 
experience in shifting roles from acting to producing.

SPEAKERS: DAMLA SÖNMEZ ACTOR/PRODUCER (TR), JEAN-MARC BARR ACTOR/DIRECTOR/PRODUCER (US/FR)
MODERATOR: DEBORAH YOUNG (US)

Date : October 3rd

Time : 10.00 - 11.00
Language: English with Turkish translation
@ SU HOTEL – VODA HALL
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STREAMING PLATFORMS: WHAT ARE THE MUTUAL EXPECTATIONS?

CASE STUDY: THE CLUB

We are surrounded by streaming platforms. They are increasingly gaining traction, especially in the post-Covid era. What do 
platforms expect from the Turkish market? And what do Turkish directors and producers want in return? Deniz Akçay (Writer/
Director), Deniz Şaşmaz Oflaz (BluTV / Chief Commercial & Content Officer) , Özge Bağdatlıoğlu (Netflix Turkey / Director, Local 
Language Series) and Yamaç Okur (Producer) will talk about identifying these mutual expectations. 

SPEAKERS: DENİZ AKÇAY CREATOR/DIRECTOR (TR), DENİZ ŞAŞMAZ OFLAZ BLUTV (TR), ÖZGE BAĞDATLIOĞLU 
NETFLIX (TR)
MODERATOR: YAMAÇ OKUR (TR)

Date : October 3rd

Time : 17.00 – 18.30 
Language: Turkish with English translation
@ SU HOTEL – VODA HALL

How do you begin to create a TV series? And how, specifically, do you handle the production of a period drama? What lies along on 
the way to the show streaming on a digital platform? “The Club” is a Netflix period drama that broke viewing records from the day it 
first aired. We will hear a first-hand account of the writing, creation and production process involved before the series hit the screen.

SPEAKERS: AYŞE DURMAZ PRODUCER (TR), PELİN DİŞTAŞ NETFLIX (TR), RANA DENİZER ORIGINAL STORY & CREATOR (TR),
ZEYNEP GÜNAY TAN CREATOR/DIRECTOR (TR)
MODERATOR: ARMAĞAN LALE 

Date : October 4th

Time : 11.00 – 12.00 
Language: Turkish with English translation
@ SU HOTEL – VODA HALL
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PUTTING TOGETHER INTERNATIONAL MARKET APPLICATIONS FOR DOCUMENTARIES

BUDGETING FROM A TO Z

This very practical workshop will break down a typical international market submission form. We will talk through the various materials 
required — logline, synopsis, project description, director’s intention, financing plan — and set out the objectives that will help you 
present your project to an international selection committee in the clearest way. We will share hints and tips to help you navigate the 
process as painlessly and professionally as possible.

SPEAKERS: BURCU MELEKOĞLU PRODUCER (TR), SELİN MURAT IDFA (NL) 

Date : October 5th

Time : 13.00 – 15.00 (UTC/GMT +3 hours)
Language: English 
@Zoom

As we dream of the film we plan to make, how do we deal with that unpleasant moment when the reality of the production budget 
hits home? The devil is all in the detail. The more tightly we manage the budget, the greater the detail we put into it, the easier it will 
be for us to realize that dream. In this workshop, we will analyze the different items making up the budget. We will turn our Excel 
file into a compass that guides the production so that ultimately our films get made. We will overcome our anxieties by embracing 
numbers.

TRAINER: EMİNE YILDIRIM PRODUCER (TR)

Date : October 5th

Time : 16.00 – 18.00 (UTC/GMT +3 hours) 
Language: Turkish
@Zoom
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FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM FOR FILM INDUSTRY 

WORKING WITH A SCRIPT CONSULTANT

WHO IS MY AUDIENCE?

We work day and night to get our films out to audiences. We dream of sitting with the audience in a packed movie theater. But do 
we actually know who our audience will be? When should we think about them and their characteristics? Is this just a step in the 
marketing process, or is it also a key tool at the developing and financing stage? When filmmakers are sharing their “great ideas”, at 
what point do the ultimate decision-makers consider the audience? Marsel Kalvo and Renan Artukmaç will share their thoughts on 
defining the target audience and building a bridge between filmmakers and the audience. 

SPEAKERS: MARSEL KALVO BAŞKA SİNEMA (TR), RENAN ARTUKMAÇ FRANCE TV DISTRIBUTION (FR)

Date : October 6th

Time : 11.00 – 12.30 (UTC/GMT +3 hours) 
Language: Turkish
@ Zoom

Social media platforms are increasingly becoming more important for the film industry with the emergence of online video. What 
are the products and programs of Facebook and Instagram which support the Turkish film industry? How can we leverage Facebook 
and Instagram to support our strategic content goals? 

TRAINER: EREN SAĞIR META (TR)  

Date : October 6th
Time : 10:00 - 10:45 (UTC/GMT +3 hours)
Language: Turkish 
@Zoom

In this talk, Christian Routh will pass on some tips about how to work effectively and harmoniously with experienced script analysts. 
It is vital that analysts respect the filmmaker’s vision of what they are trying to achieve and prioritize the quality of the project above 
all else. They are not re-writers as such but represent a cultural and industrial view of how best to assist the writer(s) in taking the 
script forward to maximize its potential. In a way, the analyst acts as the first spectator of the film, trying to visualize how it will work on 
screen and helping the writer to find the best solutions to improve it and make it connect with an audience. It is a collaboration that 
requires mutual trust and faith, without confrontation, without ego, and with a common goal.

TRAINER: CHRISTIAN ROUTH SCRIPT EDITOR (ES)

Date : October 6th

Time : 14.00 – 16.00 (UTC/GMT +3 hours)
Language: English 
@Zoom
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TEAM

TEAM
FESTIVAL PRESIDENT
Muhittin Böcek

FESTIVAL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Cansel Tuncer

FESTIVAL DIRECTOR
Ahmet Boyacıoğlu

FESTIVAL ART DIRECTOR
Başak Emre

FORUM CO-DIRECTORS
Armağan Lale, Pınar Evrenosoğlu

FORUM INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANT
Katriel Schory

FORUM ADVISORS
Brigid O’Shea
Kristina Trapp
Simone Baumann

FORUM COORDINATOR
Candan Dağ

FORUM ASSISTANT
Beyza Yaren Büyük

FORUM GUEST & EVENTS COORDINATOR
Çağla Gillis

FORUM GUEST & EVENTS ASSISTANT
Deniz Eskenazi

FORUM ONE-ON-ONE MEETINGS COORDINATOR
Nur Çakır

FORUM CATALOGUE GRAPHIC APPLICATIONS
Muzaffer Durukan, Cem Başarır




